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THE WOOSTERj, VOICE
erations, by not allowing them into
the building,
The sit-i- n was prompted, said
Dream House member Mark Good- man, by the failure of the
tration to prioritize and effectively

a lack of administrative progress in
responding to their demands con- cerning racism on campus, staged
a sit-i-n from 6:15 a.m. to 8:30
p.m. at Galpin Hall, forcing the
administration to relocate their op--

JEFF KEAR AND
KRISTY BENDER
Elected Black student leaders, up- with what they perceived to be
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Student leaders Mark Pickett, Mark Goodman, Joe Kennedy, and Dionne Onsley
discuss demands with President Henry Copeland in Kauke.

Mto Pepper

Wooster hosts GLCA conference
NEWS SERVICES

I

The Great Lakes Colleges' Association will hold a black studies conference on campus today
and tomorrow.
The conference will feature
keynote addresses by Sterling
Stuckey of Northwestern University and Linda James Myers
of The Ohio State University.
Stuckey will address "New Approaches to Black Studies: The
Sacred and Secular in Black Cul-ture" tonight at 8 in Lean Lecture Room.
Myers will discuss "New
Ways of Understanding: An Optimal Afrocentric Perspective"
on Saturday at 10:45 am. in the
Faculty Lounge of Lowry Center.
There will also be a special
program of entertainment today

at 9:30 p.m. in Gault Recital
Hall in Scheide. The program
preswill feature a multi-medentation by Sharon King of
Kenyon College and selections
from Wooster's Gospel Choir,
directed by Willie Wright
The conference, titled "New
Ways of Understanding," will
also include sessions on literature and the arts, global perspectives, black women, methodology in black studies, the Diaspora, a black perspective in the
classroom and future directions
in black studies. These sessions
will feature papers presented by
student and faculty representatives from the participating
GLCA institutions.
All conference sessions are
open and free to the public.
Stuckey, a professor of history
at Northwestern University, was
ia

.

active in the civil rights movement as a freedom worker in
Freedom schools. He is also the
author of the 1987 volume
Slave Culture and is currently
working on a sequel that will
treat African spirituality in
America since the slave era.
Among his other recent publications is "A Last Stern Struggle:
Henry Highland Garnet and Revolutionary Theory," an article
that appears in Nineteenth-Centur- y
Black Leadership.
Stuckey currently serves as a
member of the Museum of
Science and Industry Black Creativity Board, the executive board
of the Peace Museum, and the editorial board of The American
Quarterly.

Myers, an associate professor in
see Stuckey: page 12

recognize the demands raised by
black leaders on campus.
At approximately 6:15 a.m. on
Thursday morning, a small group
of students entered the building.
By 9, 50-7- 5 people had entered the
building, and were permitting only
students who suported their cause
to enter the building.
Tom Webster, also a member of
Dream House, stated that the sit-i- n
was intended to include just the
student body. "This is a student
movement. It shows that students
can handle the situation alone.
But, we appreciate the support of
faculty and administration members because they give our cause

Mall
commitment to the active recruit-- (
ment and hiring of a black psychologistcounselor by Jan. 1990
with weekly progress reports on
how the search is going, 3) Increased office space for the Director
of Black Student Affairs to be provided by Sept 1989, 4) A competitive salary provided for the Minority Admissions Counselor and for
the proposed Minority Financial
Aid Advisor for Black students
provided by Sept 1989, and 5)
The College's refusal to accept
gifts - direct or indirect - of stock
from American companies invested
in South Africa and a complete di-

vestment from companies that
have direct or indirect affiliation
Around 9:45 on the steps of Galin South Africa.
pin, a group of black leaders
Initially , if these concerns were
voiced their demands and suppor- , not met by the administration, the.:,
tive arguments to President Henry black students were prepared to ask
Copeland, who had just arrived.
for Copeland's resignation.
There, the leaders mentioned the
Copeland, in addressing the leadfive primary demands which fueled ers at Galpin Hall, said "I know
the protest
that progress has not been made as
The demands were : 1) An administrative endorsement of the
page 8
see Sit-i- n:
Black Studies Requirement, 2) A

credibility."

Steven Wright performs
for COW students
"Tonight Show" producer Pierre
Lasalle at "Ding Ho's Comedy
Club in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He first appeared on "The
Tonight Show" in August 1982.
After his premier preformance,
Wright appeared on "Saturday

MINI SYAL

Guest Writer
Nationally acclaimed comedian
Steven Wright will perform at 8
pjn. Saturday in McGaw Chapel.
The doors will open at 7:30 p.m.
Director of Lowry center, Jayne
Culp, recently attended the Nashville Entertainment Convention
where she and members of the
Student Activities Board, heard
Wright's "monotone monologue."
"It originally seemed out of
reach, but we spent hours and
hours wheeling and dealing," said
Keith Nahigian, a junior who attended the convention and helped
bring Wright to Wooster.
Nahigian added, "This is a once
in a lifetime shot He may never
come here again because he is getting more famous."

Wright was discovered by
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Letters to the editor
Dring discusses
Dear Editor,
I would like to express a concern

that there exists an unacceptable
academic atmosphere for the
community on this campus. I have been working with
different organizations and committees on campus and have concluded that the present atmosphere
needs to be changed. I believe that
the minorities of our culture
should be recognized and given the
opportunities to grow without the
feelings of harassment, intimidation and bigotry.
students are
I feel that
those subject to the humiliation
and it is they who must lead us,
with our support, in achieving a
better academic atmosphere for the
entire campus community. I feel
that more people need to get involved to show their support and
understanding of the issues and the
concerns that are presented by the
community. I actively support these concerns and
would like to see more people do
the same.
Afro-Americ-

an

non-whi- te

Afro-Americ-

issue of the Voice.
As far as the subject of this letter is concerned, we don't know
enough about the facts to have
formed an opinion. However the
statement, "The reasoning behind
this decision was that Mr. Stevens
does not have a college education,
is a custodian, and that as a custodian he dresses in an unbecoming
manner," is what we find insulting
to the entire custodial staff of this
College.
This letter is not directed to the
men of Fifth Section, we realize
that these remarks were not made
by them.
We feel we dress appropriately
for the type of work we do. How
many of you do yard work, clean
your garage, or wash windows in
business attire? We all have a life
besides our job. We attend church
services, concerts, shop at malls,
visit friends, go out to dinner and
other social functions just like
everyone else. When we are out
in the community, our profession
can not be detected by our attire.
If this is your honest opinion of
the custodial staff, you would be
suprised to learn that there are
members of our staff who have education beyond high school, years
of work experience in other fields,
and many other talents.
14

Academic
atmosphere:

an

Partner of Love
David L. Dring

Fifth Section letter:
Custodial staff
members respond

Sincerely,
Third Shift Custodial Starr

People speaking, for

entire groups:

WRC'rs respond

Dear Editor,

We were appalled and shocked
upon reading the letter from the
men of Fifth Section in the April

Dear Editor,

We are writing the the Voice in
order to inform the entire Wooster

Editorial

KRISTY BENDER, Guest Managing Editor

College community that the

WRC, as a cohesive and unified
group, did not officially sponsor
the Galpin Hall sit-i- n which began
Thursday morning, April 20.
members of the WRC both participated in the sit-i- n and hung a sign
outside of Galpin declaring their
support of the event However, it
should be understood that they did
so as individually concerned students, not as WRC representatives. A joint decision to sponsor
the event was clearly impossible
due to the spontaneity of the action. Furthermore, not all WRC
members agreed with the specific
though all supgoals of the sit-imotivating
factors behind
port the

You spend half your life completely subordinate to your parents in
what you wear, who you see, when you begin dating and how much
ice cream you get in proportion to how many green vegetables
you've eaten in a given meal.
This dictatorship extends its jurisdiction into the boob-tub- e
viewing arena as well. A recent Gallup study discovered that six parents
in 10 are uncomfortable about what their children are watching on
TV. Nearly half of those polled, parents at least 18 years old and
with children under 18, absolve this itchy feeling by switching channels. Young adults who have passed the
barrier but haven't
started a family yet should take this into consideration. Those
swinging in limbo can relate to the extremes on either side of them,
being young enough to remember what it's like to have the channel
turned yet old enough to be considering the responsibilty of shaping
others' lives.
see Editorial: page 11
18-ye-

ar

n,

it.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Harrell

Jennifer Swigart
WRC Members

Taylor letter:
Durham responds
To the Editor
Although Karen Taylor urges us
to "Come argue with her" (The
Voice , April 7), I prefer to respond to her letter publicly in order to illustrate a conviction that I
hold dear and that recent events on
campus have sometimes seemed to
endanger namely, that people who
share many similar beliefs and
goals, both educational and political, do and can disagree on others
without in any way questioning
one's shared commitment to a
common cause. Moreover, I do
see

Letters: page 3

English 260, Nancy Grace's Journalism class, has guest edited this
issue of the Voice. The following students in that class contributed
to this issue:
Managing Editors: Kristy Bender, Meskerem Gebrekidan, Chris
S hilts, Robert Ladd
Production Editors: Amy Hollander, Andrew Melissinos
Copy Editors: Mary Harvey, Paul Findlay
Headlines: Charlie Thome
News Editor: Jeff Kear
Feature Editor: Kate Wolfe
Writers: Rob Peterson, Jeff Waugh, Scott Spangler, Pauline Ach,
Mini Syal, Tom Oomen, Christ Sharp, Doug Sachtleben, Katie
Dwyer, Matt Byers, Louis Theriot, Rob Peterson, Jeff Waugh
'1
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Editor-in-Chie-

William Van Cleave

f:

Assistant Editor: Amy Hollander
Managing Editor: Meghan Howes
News and Feature Editors: Shireen Behzadi and Elise Bonza
News and Feature Staff: Pauline Ach, Paul Bellis, Lisa Dameron, Kim
Douglass, Jen Dunn, Jon Duriihin, David Greene, Debbie Hirst, Allie
Kulow, Andy Kear, Marie Kilbane, Becky Mason, Dave Royse, Christian
Ruch, Khalid Sherdil, Jennifer Spilburg, Kevin Waugh, Julie Woosley
Column and Series Writers: Frank Andorka, Jeff Baab, Doug Fowler,
Susan M. Gale, CJ. Mitchell, Yalman Onaran, Dave Wigham
Editorial Cartoonist: Eric Pfef finger

Sports Editor: Paul Jacobus
Sports Staff: Paul BeUis, Matt

Byars.-

-

Anthony

Fernandez.

Ethan

Gorsuch, Dave Royse

Business Manager: Jennifer Dunn
Photography Editor: Lisa Walsh
Photographers:

Michael

Pepper,

Dan Stefaniuk, Parker Thomas,

Thatcher Thomas

Layout Editor:

Julie Woosley

Layout Staff: Pauline Ach. Ann Marie Boncella. Keri Dillion. Jennie
Fabens, Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, Rhonda Vandeworp, Kim Walker

Copy Editor: Pete Stratton
Copy Assistant: Frank Andorka
Copy SUff:

Kathy Davis

Advertising Manager:
Advertising Assistant:

Circulation Manager:
Circulation Assistant:

s
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STUDEHTS
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Ethan Gorsuch
Margie Singleton
Julie DeRitis
Bianca

DiSalvo

The Wooster Voice it published weekly during the academic year except
during examination periods by toe students of the College of Wooster.
We welcome all typed, double-space- d
letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters must received by 5 p.m. on the Tuesday before
The editorial staff reserves the right to edit andor hold all
publication.
submissions.
Editorials and opinion columns are the responsibility of the writers and do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of other members of the staff.
A one year subscription to The Wooster Voice costs $25, and a one
semester subscription costs $15. These prices include the cost of mailing.
Subscription orders and other commentary may be addressed to Attn: Editor,
The Wooster Voice, P.O. Box 31S7. The College of Wooster. Wooster OH
44691. (216)
ext. 2757.
263-200-
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that greater knowledge opens
minds and so alters value systems.
Yet to the extent that this is true,
it is true once again for all courses
at the College: students who speak
Spanish may be more tolerant of
Hispanic peoples; students familiar with a chemistry laboratory
may better understand how scientists think; students of history
may better appreciate the importance of the past But greater
knowledge does not necessarily afbeliefs. However
fect deeply-hel- d
much I might prefer that it be otherwise, I cannot and do not attempt to turn sexist women's studies students into feminists; I do require that they demonstrate their
knowledge of the course material.
But the ability to discuss the
views of Betty Eriedan or Adrienne
Rich involves at most the recognition that some people hold ideas
different from one's own. It does
not follow that one can or should
adopt those ideas as one's own;
indeed, it is quite possible that
such knowledge will help students
to understand better why they hold
the views that they have always
held and so to articulate more convincingly directly opposing ideas.
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don't
you thlr-i?-)
stzZzzZs, probably
even scphoir.cres, have never
hecrd cf Zztz Scz'X Good rid
darxe. Sorry to rdse him from
the dead.
Oh, and in case you're wonder
ing. Yeah, I flunked fcis class.
But this is the fcqppy time of
year. Urals, i just can t stop say
ing it. I mean, think tbout
Carolyn A. Durham
Once these orals are over, seniors
really aren't students anymore
Social welfare:
rather inhabitants at Club Mad.
Zimmann responds Just hanging these senior typethings. WeVe got our little exerr
..
rooms, our jazzcrcize nails.
layout,
lc,se
thefolDue to an error in
lowing letter to the editor was not fwoncertui abundance or arts and
run last ween: we apoioeize ior
rB&ins the senior to
any inconvenience this may have
caused to the writer and her readers.
Eds.
eliminated.
Dear Editor,
Two faculty members and I were
I am writing in response to the invited to address the philosophiApril 7, 1989 article concerning cal and
aspects
the social welfare track in the sociof social welfare and how it fit
ology department Although I into the liberal arts education. We
was contacted to provide a student were not asked to talk about the
perspective, I feel the article was faculty position. Contrary to what
misleading in presenting the isMr. Coogan wrote about
sues. The article stressed the logisnot being the istics of the proposed faculty posisue, it was an issue. The article
tion and not the primary issue
states that the College does prothe importance of social welfare vide support for
at the College. Social welfare is majors as music education and
an integral part of sociology and business economics. If that is the
our purpose in addressing the EPC case, mere should never have been
was to educate them on the value a question of eliminating the program.
of the program.
Until four years ago when it was
The College prides itself on stureduced to a track of three courses, dent commitment to community
social welfare was a major. The service and the degree of Peace
question of social welfare was Corps involvement of alumni.
brought to the Educational Policy Why then would there be a motion
Committee (EPC) sparked by the to eliminate the courses that adfaculty position proposal. Howdress an understanding of service
g
ever, the
questions
to society? With a
were if social welfare was a valuavote on the value of social welble program at Wooster, and how fare, more weight was given to the
it fit into a liberal arts education.
continuation of the program.
There were suggestions that the Only now can the logistics of the
program was too vocational or faculty position be determined.
rptBrpsofessiooairnd should-b-e
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morning.' And tnarria, erd LI Is,
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my right to bold others.
Professor Taylor asserts 1) mat
there is "no defensible reason for
not employing our faculty resources to teach people what racism is
and how to overcome it" and 2)
that there is "no better way to do
so than by requiring all students to
take a black studies course." She'
makes a similar connection between the fight against sexism and
a women's studies requirement
Whether or not I personally support such requirements is not pertinent here. (Some years ago,
when the issue was last brought
.
:
a
r i... t
it I think it now appropriate that
the faculty reconsider the question,
and I, like all of my colleagues,
will have to act on the particular
proposal that is brought before
us.) Under no circumstances,
however, will I vote for or against
such requirements on the grounds
that Professor Taylor outlines. I
do not believe that either women's
studies or black studies defines its
educational purpose as the eradication of prejudice; like all other
courses at the College, each seeks
to impart a particular body of
knowledge and a particular methodology through which that knowledge can best be understood.
Now I too would like to believe

Thus I must dispute Professor
Taylor's assertion that the answer
to all arguments in contradiction
to her own is that "people already
have to take distribution courses;"
the faculty supported such requirements on the grounds that certain
knowledge was essential to an undergraduate education. I would
hate to see any requirement voted
in or out on any other grounds.
Secondly, I am troubled by Professor Taylor's view that whereas a
black studies requirement would
address only racism, a women's
studies requirement provides a forum for the "fights" against "racism
as well as sexism, homophobia,
and the exploitation of all people
by elitist world systems." In fact,
it has been black scholars (e.g.
Hooks, Davis) in particular who
have most forcefully articulated
structural arguments, often in direct opposition to white feminist
scholarship, about the intercon-nectedneof all forms of oppression.

.

not wish to "argue" with Professor

Taylor I respect her views and
her right to hold them; I maintain

!

1--

:z

!

tit

ty that student interest could influence the decision of the EPC.
Student interest will increase when
the College commits to social
welfare and acknowledges its value
within a liberal arts education. As
a senior sociologysocial welfare
major, I hope that the EPC now
commits to social welfare by ape
proving a
faculty position so the program will survive.
full-tim-

Sincerely,
LeAnne Zimmann

AIDS:
Salfi responds
To the Editor.
In my last letter, I expressed my
opinion on the current AIDS proposal. In this letter I wish to address the larger problems of hetero-sexisand homophobia on the
Wooster campus. I would like to
think that every student on this
campus knows that AIDS is not
an exclusively homosexual syndrome. However, one only has to
survey the bathroom graffiti
around campus in order to discover

m

case:
"AIDS kills fags no big deal"
"AIDS is God's cure for homosexuality."
Underneath the sentence "Human
rights for all Americans!" is written, "Except fags."

-

These quotes reflect the hatred
and intolerance directed toward

ho-

mosexuals on campus. The bathroom graffiti authors like to speculate about suspected homosexuals
on campus, but they do not have
the guts to reveal their own identities when challenged to do so.
Could it be that they realize deep
down in their elusive consciences
that oppression of any sort is unacceptable? Or do they fear that
their "masculinity" will be questioned if they tolerate what they
view as "deviant" behavior? Tolerance is not the same thing as acceptance, but it is a start
The following contradiction also
appears in the stalls. If homosexuals do not admit their sexual orientation to their parents (who are
undoubtedly "ashamed" of their
children), they are "gutless." But
if they do accept their homosexual- see Letters: page 12
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Ellen Goodman speaks at commencement

Housing
Summer
will be two informational meetings

reThere
folon
housing
contracts
the
garding summer
p.m.
4
1989
at
April
21,
Friday,
lowing dates:
and Monday, April 24, 1989 at 4 p.m. Both
sessions will be held in Lean Lecture Room in
Wishart Room in Wishart Hall. Those interested in obtaining a summer housing contract must
attend one of these sessions. Contracts will be
available only during these times.

In the news...
YALMANONARAN
Series Writer"

House speaker is accused
of evading House rules:

The House ethics 'committee
House of Representatives, of
the
speaker
of
the
Wright,
accused Jim
and improper gifts.
income
on
outside
limits
scheming to evade
G.O.P. on the
support
also
colleagues
The fact that his Democrat
Mr. Wright
himself.
charges makes it harder for Wright to defend
denied breaking any rules in his speech on Monday.

Israel restricts Palestinians' freedom of worship:

For

the first time since the uprising in the occupied territories began, the
Israeli government restricted Palestinians' freedom of worship by
prohibiting entry to Al Aska Mosque in Jerusalem, one of Islam's
holiest cites. The action was intended to prevent the reoccurrence of
riots that took place there the Friday before.

Gasoline prices rise sharply across the nation: Retail
gasoline prices jumped by 10 or more in the last two weeks,

marking the highest levels in three years. Experts attribute the increases to higher crude oil prices and widespread anticipation that
supplies will be squeezed by summer automobile travel.
Bomb kills 38 in Sri Lanka: A bomb placed in a taxicab by
Tamil guerrillas exploded on Tuesday killing 38 holiday shoppers in
a marketplace in eastern Sri Lanka. Five Tamils were later killed in
another part of Colombo, the capital, in a revenge attack on the
same day.

North trial reveals bigger role of Bush in Contra aid:
Additional documents released last week in the trial of Oliver North
show that as Vice President, George Bush supported a 1985 plan to
increase covert aid to Honduras. The document reveals that Bush
was more aware of the Contra aid than he has publicly acknowledged.

Moscow imports consumer goods to appease public:

The Soviet government has quietly begun to spend an emergency
fund of foreign currencies on buying Western consumer goods in order to pacify consumers anguished by shortages. The move represents a major shift in government strategy to deal with the shortages.
Number of women in jail surge: With the increase in drug
sales, the number of women caught in drug sweeps has gone up
more than 30 in major American cities. Although the female jail
population is still less than 10 of total inmates, it is rising at
more than twice the rate of the male population. The number of
women in state and federal prisons have increased more than 100
for the last two years.
Killing of 49 elderly patients stuns Austria: Four
nurse's aides at the Lainz hospital, right outside of Vienna, confessed
to having killed at least 49 infirm patients, many of them in their
70's or 80's. The nurse's aides have used lethal injection or forced
water into the patients' lungs, the police reported. The killings have
stunned Vienna, while some press reports say the number of victims
could be as high as 300.

Students march for democracy in China: Thousands of
students marched through the streets of Beijing, the capital of China,

on Tuesday, chanting democratic slogans. The students listed demands for a collective resignation of all the nation's leaders, for democratic elections, the release of political prisoners and freedom of
press.
Compiled from The New York Times.

JEFF KEAR
Guest Writer
Ellen Goodman, Associate Editor of The Boston Globe and winner of the 1980 Pulitzer Prize for
distinguished commentary, will be
this year's commencement speaker. The title of her address is
n,
"Notes from the Real
who has recently
been awarded the Hubert H. Humphrey Civil Rights Award by The
Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights for her dedication to the
cause of racial equality, will bring
her ability to captivate an audience
while still investigating the complexities of today's world, something which she does in her daily
syndicated colmun, "At Large."
Her column, which now appears
in over 400 newspapers nationwide, explores the
changes in our nation and world
and the effects of these changes.
r,
She stated, "I follow, like a
the conflicts and ambivalences of our lives. -- .We have seen
women strike down the fifties
myth only to find themselves stuck with the eighties
World-Goodma-

day-to-d-

ay

score-keepe-

Su-perm- om

Su-perwo-

myth.

man

watched people press for equal
rights and be granted, instead,
equal responsibilities. If I cany a
placard at all, it says simply:
"Wait a minute, it's not as simple
as that'."

Time Magazine has stated,
"Goodman's knowing explorations
of change and its debilitating side
effects... made her the sudden sensation of America's editorial pages," Time and other publications
consider Goodman's column as
one of the most unusual in the
country for its outlook and speculation on social change in America.
Goodman first began her career
with the Boston Globe in 1967.
when she was hired as a staff writer. Previous to that, she had
worked as a general assignment reporter at the Detriot Free Press and
as a researcher for Newsweek magazine.
In 1971, Goodman asked Tom
Winship, then editor of The Boston Globe, if she could begin writing a column, and from that point
on, Goodman has been a columnist for the newspaper. Early in
1976, her column was placed into

syndication by The Washington
Post Writers Group.
A 1963 cum laude graduate of
Radcliffe College, Goodman was a
student at Harvard in 1973-7- 4 as a
Nieman Fellow, and studied the
pecularities of social development
in America.
Besides the Pulitzer, Goodman's
various awards include New England Woman of the Year in 1968;
New England Columnist of the
Year in 1974; the Catherine
CVBrein Award, 1971; UPI New
England Newspaper Award for
Columns, 1976; Mass Media
Award, American Association of
University Women in 1977; and
the 1980 American Society of
Newspaper Editors Distinguished
Writing Award.
Goodman's book on social
change, titled Turning Points, was
published in 1979. Since then,

three editions of her collected
poems have been issued. Close to
Home in 1979, At Large in
1981, and Keeping in Touch in
1985.

Goodman resides in Boston with
her husband, daughter, a dog and
her vegetable garden.

We have

Tuition increase raises questions and objections
KRISTY BENDER
Guest Writer
On February 17, 1989, each student at The College of Wooster received a letter addressed to them
and to their parents from President
Henry Copeland regarding the increase in tuition for the 1989-9- 0
school year. In the letter, Cope-lan- d
announced that the cost per
student next year is $15,230 an
increase of $1,290. Jaws dropped
and eyes bulged in disbelief at the
it
figure.
plumped-u- p
A day later, another letter was
sent to students, faculty and staff
by the Student Government Association that brought to attention
the section of Copeland's article
that read: " ... the College has
made major commitments for the
coming year to increasing the
competitiveness of faculty salaries
... " SGA noted that $15,000 is a
stiff price to pay for competitiveness and stated that the increase in
tuition would affect international
students and students from low income families more than others, a
common concern among most students. Also, SGA pointed out
that the way in which competitiveness is to be improved must
be given careful consideration so
five-dig-

as not to threaten the current diversity of the student body.
Two letters in two days were
enough to set tempers flaring,
send questions flying and raise the
level of confusion around campus.
An explanation beyond Cope-land- 's
one epistolary paragraph of
where the extra tuition money will
go and why may calm the anger,
answer the questions and clear up
the confusion.
William H. S noddy, vice president for finance and business at
The College of Wooster, outlined
the breakdown of revenues and expenditures with which the college
deals, using figures from the
1987-8- 8
audited financial statement Of the $35 million budget
the college has to work with annually, the largest source of revenue
is tuition and fees; students provide 67.5 of the total revenue.
Money specifically available for
use by students (scholarships and
grants), not provided by them, includes 12.7 provided by endowment income and 5.9
in the
form of gifts provided by federal
and state programs (i.e. Pell and
Educational Opportunity grants).
The current endowment is about
$70 million. This sum is the set
pool of money invested in stock.

the annual interest of which constitutes the endowment income.
The remaining 13.9 is made up
of donations from friends, alumni
and corporations as well as auxiliary enterprise revenue (Le. bookstore income and parking tickets).
The majority of the revenue is
spent on instruction: 34.6 in
1987-8including faculty salaries
and classroom operation. Another
large chunk representing 23.4 of
annual expenditures goes to student aid, such as grants and scholarships awarded by the financial
aid office. Other costs include library materials for independent
study, building upkeep, student
services (i.e. admissions, registrar,
8,

Lowry), organization memberships, and telephone costs.
In reference to next year's expenditures, S noddy said, "There isn't a
specific list of what the extra
money is going to. However, improvements are focused on increased faculty salaries, equipment
facilireplacements and
ties renewal." He said that in order to attract and retain good professors, salaries would have to increase. Wooster is currently
ranked in the bottom third of the
on-goi- ng

-

see Tution: page 12
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Wright from page

nings."
The comedian has two performances scheduled in Ohio, one at
Wooster and the other at Ohio
State University.

1

Night Live," "Late Night with
Letterman" and gave additional
performances on the "Tonight
Show."
Wright has since been nominated for a Grammy award for his album "I Have a Pony," and has received an Oscar for the HBO special, "Appointment of Dennis Jen

f

"1

a monetary value exceeding $300.

MTNISYAL

The 1988 College of Wooster
crime report indicated that students
had property losses of $13,721.98
compared with $3876.70 of college items due to theft. Total loss
estimates were $17,696.68 for the
The report documented stolen
computers totaling $935 and students' personal items equaling
$3905.98 as having the highest
monetary values.
"Estimates of stolen college
property are usually more accurate
than students' losses," said Captain Jim Foster of college security. He explained that security is
able to check sales receipts or documentation of stolen college
property. Students' property is
not appraised by security, so students estimates can be inaccurate.
"There is no way I can protect
someone' from themselves," said
Foster. "There is always the potential for crime, so one should
hot become careless with their personal safety."
Of the 291 crimes reported at the
college in 1988, theft was the
most frequent There were 31 accounts of grand theft, robbery with

,

,

News Services

Academy award winner Steven Wright will perform at
McGaw Chapel at 8:00 tonight. Doors open at 7:30.

Safewalk under
goes renovations
Liz Laverdiere suggested changing the location or at least not
publicizing it. She said that some
of the people she had talked to
"felt bad calling and asking someone to come over from Wishart to
walk me from Compton to Douglass."
Severance Art and the CD&P office are suggested alternatives.
In order .to make the program run
more smoothly, a program house
could be formed that would be
willing to organize Safewalk.

PAULINE ACH
Staff Writer

"Safewalk will continue next
year, " said Sylvia Young, Assistant Dean of Students at a meeting
Wednesday night. The Safewalk
Committee met to determine the
fate of Safewalk and decided that
one semester was not enough time
to determine if a program is worthwhile.
There were several suggestions
made on how to improve Safewalk
The problem of groups not
next year. One is to have Safe-waup for their hours was
showing
in place when students reHaving
a group as an alterraised.
turn. That way they can put pubgroup was suggestrelief
licity in ICCISC brochures, the nate or a
telephone directory, and the "baby ed. Giving Greeks points in Greek
Week was also mentioned as a
book." .
possibility.
and
Giving out wallet size cards
It was decided that there should
putting up more fliers and stickers
be five volunteers per shift
still
are ways that Safewalk will adverper
night
tise next year.
This semester Safewalk will end
Andrew Melissinos suggested
27 and it will resume next seApr.
that a pair "make rounds" each
on Sept. 4. The hours are
mester
hour. A pair could go to Taylor,
Lowry and the library to see if 9 p.m. 1 a.m. and the extension
anyone needs to be walked home.
is - 2736
.

lk

.

past few years.
Other crimes, such as assault,
are reported
frequently on campus. Eight assaults were reported
last year. "The actual number of
assaults may be higher," Foster
stated, "Because many times students will share their experiences
with faculty or the medical center

There were 52 petty thefts. Under"
state and federal laws, grand thefts
are considered felonies while petty
thefts are misdemeanors.
Twenty-tw- o
thefts occured in
Lowry Center, outnumbering other areas on campus, such as individual dormitories and classrooms.
Items stolen from Lowry included
without reporting the incident to
books, coats and other personal
security." Security files indicated
belongings left near or on coat
no sexual assaults in 1988.
racks, according to filed reports.
The College must report all feloFoster added that incidents of book
nies to the Wooster City Police
theft generally increase near book
Department. College felonies are
resale dates.
submitted with the city's crimes in'
Collectively, dormitories are
the "Uniform Crime Report" of
also common areas for theft on Wooster to the FBI. Crime recampus. Chief Carl Yund, also
ports across the country are colwith college security; and Foster
lected and transcribed into a nationattributed most of the reported
al report published anually.
thefts in dorms to students leaving
Foster suggested that outdoor
their rooms unlocked and property
emergency phones could be wired
in hallways. "Our environment is
across campus and connected digenerally safe; it gives people a
rectly to security. This suggesfalse sense of security," said Fos-- 1
tion, not yet in the planning stage,
ten
was made to increase the effiency
According to the crime report, in
and availability of security to stu1988 the incidences ranged from
dents, according to Foster.
felony
thefts.
The College currently offers a 24
false fire alarms to
Since 1975, the reported figures hour security patrol service. Offihave fluctuated. However, the cers escort students to apartments,
highest figure was 480 reports in dorms or buildings on campus.
1985, and the number of acknowlCampus security's office hours are
edged crimes has decreased in the 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. every weekday.

Guest Writer

calender year.

'
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Student thefts top list of crimes

Wright will receive under
$10,000 for the show at McGaw
Chapel. He had originally asked
for $28,000, but SAB negotiated a
lower price on the basis that they
could not charge for admissions.
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Student publication makes
debut appearance
PETER BRING
Guest Writer
How many times have your parents said, "A good education is the
most important thing in the
world"? Well, they were right it
is important to be well educated.
However, that education is meaningless unless it is applied.
Knowledge that is not used is
worthless. The goal of any college should not only be to teach
skills, but also to allow students
to express themselves using those
skills learned at school. The College of Wooster is doing just that
in Professor Nancy Grace's journalism class. The students have
put their knowledge of writing to
use in this spring publication of
the Voice.
This publication includes an entire editorial staff and staff writers
for feature articles, news and
sports from the journalism class.
Everyone in the class participated
in the. production of this publica- -

,

i

the plight of the homeless and the ,
legal aspects of journalism were '

tion and got to see the process by
which a newspaper is made. Kris-t- y

tackled by professionals in those
Bender, a Managing Editor,
said, "Personally, its great for me areas during the press conferences.
because this summer I'm going to All research for the articles was
done by personal interviews with
print my own paper in my hometown." Students working on the many members of the campus
community. Kate Wolfe, Feature
paper get a real feel for how a paper runs. Deadlines are set by the Editor of this edition, said, "Its a
editors, and the writers must have valuable experience of putting
what we learn to use."
their articles done on time.
Andrew Page, a first-yestudent
culminaThis publication is the
in
the
"This
class,
said
publication
tion of a full semester's work on .
techniques used in writing as a allows the students to express
journalist Professor Grace's stu- - themselves using skills learned 5T
class, and some of the articles realdents have now endured the writarticles,
ing of feature
hard news ly tackle important issues." Grace
stories, editorials, headlines and has not only taught her students
even obituaries. The class has how to write but also how to read
been interesting from day one and critique news stories; this
proved a necessary skill for the edwhen an introduction to the material was presented by Grace in a itors of this edition. By teaching
us these valuable aspects of journews conference style. Throughnalism, and by having us produce
out the course, Grace also sched'
this
edition of the Voice, Grace
uled guest speakers to hold press
has
opened up a world of opportuconferences for the class to experience and write about Questions nities for her students.
raised by Grace's students about
.

.
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,
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Donaldson receives alumni award
TOM OOMMEN
Guest Writer
Have you ever pondered how you
will be remembered at The College
of Wooster? Do you ever wonder
what you will be doing when
you're out of college and in the
"real world?" Have you dreamed of
being famous or wondered what
"success" really means?
I'm not sure if Stephen Donaldson, a 1968 graduate of The College of Wooster, gave a great deal
of thought to these specific questions, but he will never be forgotten at Wooster. Donaldson, a former English major at Wooster, received his masters in English from
Kent State University, and has
since become a bestselling author.
The Alumni Relations Office
has recently chosen Donaldson
along with three other Wooster
graduates to be honored with the
Distinguished Alumni Award for
this year. This award will be added
to the many others he has received
for his books, including the British Fantasy Society Award for
Best Novel, the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer,
the Balrog Fantasy Award for Best
Novel, and the Saturn Award for
Best Fantasy Novel.
Currently a resident of Albuquerque, New Mexico, Donaldson
was bom in 1947 in Cleveland and
was brought up in India. Donaldson's childhood was an interesting
one compared to that of most
American children: he grew up in
the midst of lepers. Donaldson's
father, an orthopedic surgeon,
worked extensively with lepers in
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Stephen Donaldson
India.

A speech about leprosy
which his father once delivered left
a lasting impression in Donald-

son's mind. As a result, the
theme of alienation was apparent
in his Senior I.S. and became a recurrent theme in his published
works. Donaldson wrote a novella for his I.S. and, although it
was never published, he considered
it a "grand learning experience."
He noted that it didn't seem to do

any permanent damage to his advisor and therefore could not have
been too horrible.
Donaldson was characterized by
his friends and colleagues as one
who lived a very active life in his
imagination but who had always
hated English classes and writing
assignments.
orientation
During his first-year

see

Donaldson:

-
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Students to tour China with Dr. Coston
College of Wooster students
have been invited to join students
from West Virginia Wesleyan and
Earlham on a tour of China beginA special feaning in
possibility
is
the
trip
the
ture of
hours
credit
three
up
to
of earning
Wesleyan.
from West Virginia
One of the tour leaders is Dr.
mid-Jun- e.

Recent incidences of racial tension and assaults have increased
student concern about safety on
the campus. The Committee on
the Quality of Life for Black Students is directly addressing the issue of safety for the entire campus.
on safety,
The
headed by Dean of Students Ken
Plusquellec, is exploring various
options to increase security on
campus. Since the return of students after Spring Break, the number of foot patrol security officers
on duty after dark has increased.
The administration is considering
hiring additional officers to fulfill
any increasing need.
Applications are now being accepted and reviewed for the Chief
of Security position. A committee of white, black and international students will interview all candidates and consult with the administration before the final decision is made. Although this decision will be made over the summer, Plusquellec stated that he
would ask summer students to
serve on the committee.
" I know some black student
leaders who live around Cleveland," said Plusqullec. "And I
would have no problem asking
them to come down to help make
the decision if there were no black
students on campus."
Plusquellec stated that all security officer candidates are given a
psychological analysis and polygraph test to detect any potential
problems before being accepted for
positions "We have turned people away on the basis of the results of these tests," he said.
Possible options for next year
sub-commit-

.

.

f

Security methods updated
due to increased concern

'
1

i

'
j

Herbert Coston, head of Wesley-an- 's
history department and a
teacher of Asian studies. He has
been to China several times and
will lecture on the character and
culture of China throughout the
trip. Those meeting academic requirements outlined by the professor can receive credit hours.

SAB Weekend Activities
Friday
7:00 p.m. Frenzy in Mateer
9:00 p.m. Trip to Cleveland Flats
9:30 p.m. The Deer Hunter in Mateer
9:30 p.m. Spotlight Showcase: Sam Simon in Mom's
11:00 p.m. D.I Tamara Aliheckoff at Teh's

The tour will begin from San
Francisco on June 18 and will end
y
trip costs
on July 3. The
$3200 which includes everything
but personal expenses.
The group will visit Beijing,
Xi'An, Nanjing, Shanghai, Hang-zhoGuilin and Hong Kong.
Sites to be visited will include:
the Great Wall, the Forbidden
City, the Ming tombs, the Wild
Goose Pagoda, the Jade Buddha
Temple, a Christian church and
seminary. A cruise will be taken down the Li River.
Anyone interested in more
specific details may contact
Dr. Charles Ferrell by
writing to him at 244 W. Pom-frSt., Carlisle, PA 17013 or
by telephoning
ts
are also welcome
to make the trip.
16-da-

u,

co-ho- st,

et

Saturday
7:00 p.m. Frenzy in Mateer
8:00 p.m. Steven Wright in McGaw (tickets required)
9:30 pjn. The Deer Hunter in Mateer

1-717-2-

49-6168.

Non-studen-

tee

include asking security officers to
eat in Lowry and Kitteredge dining
halls to talk and become acquainted with students, extra training for
security officers to enhance positive interactions with students and
workshops held in dormitories as part of the Residential
Life Program.
"The biggest asset to increasing
security will be the new phone
system," Plusqullec said. "When
students have phones in their
rooms, there will be no problem
contacting security immediately
for any problem." Plusqullec also
wants to provide phone stickers
posting all emergency numbers,
including Hygeia.
Plusquellec assures a continuation of many past policies concerning security. "Many of the
things we do, we've done for
years. The students just aren't
aware of them." Posting crime
alerts around campus has been an
attempt to keep students aware of
recent problems.
Each fall a group of female students and staff walk the campus at
niglit "with. the Chief of Security
and the Director of the Physical
Plant to inspect the adequacy of
the lighting on campus. The recent installment of lights along
the brick walkway between Lowry
and Kauke was a result of this activity.
Plusquellec still encourages the
use of Safe walk, although it has
not been as widely used as was inself-defen-

se

tended.

Plusquellec said that

nightly security logs show that
students are still calling security
to escort them in the late evening.
The Committee on Safety meets
each Friday at 3:00 p.m. Everyone is invited to discuss options
or concerns. Contact Dean
Plusquellec if interested.

Spanish poet commemorated
MESKEREM GEBREKIDAN
Guest Writer

John Gabriele, chair of the Spanish department and director and organizer of the symposium, will
A symposium to commemorate publish
selected papers in a
the "Generation of 1898" and the book. He commented that there
50th anniversary of the death of was a very high level exchange of
Antonio Machado, a Spanish poet, ideas and that all involved were
was held Thursday, April 13 impressed with the quality of the
through Saturday, April IS in papers.
Kauke hall.
According to Gabriele, this is
Over 55 professors from univer- the only celebration
of Antonio
sities around the nation, as well as Machado in the United States. The
the University of Puerto Rico and only other one of its kind was held
the University of Barcelona in in Spain.
Spain, presented papers. Professor
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Argentinian author lectures
on literature and repression
Alicia Partnoy, Argentine writer
and poet, will lecture on the topic
of writing under repression in Latin America Tuesday, April 25, at
4 p.m. in Lean Lecture Room.
Partnoy, author of The Little
School: Tales of Disappearance
and Survival in Argentina, was
one of some 30,000 persons who
"disappeared" in Argentina during
the most repressive years of military rule in the 1970s. In January
1977, when she was 21, she was
taken from her home by military
personnel and held for over three
months at "La Escuelita" (The
Little School), a secret concentration camp and torture center. She
was released from "La Escuelita"
on April 25, 1977, and was then
transferred to a state prison, where
she was held for another two
years. No formal charges were
ever brought against her.
The Little School recounts her
experiences and those of some fifteen other political prisoners. The
book is by turns lyrical and somber, poignant and haunting. There
are also touches of humor. For

example.hQ aQdnejndaughjat
a slipperwluVaBlg pfastic'flower'
that she is expected to wear.
(Partnoy was barefoot when detained by the military.) At another point, she thanks her nose and
its "Semitic curve" for creating a
gap in her blindfold and allowing
her to glimpse the world around

At this time, there will not be a
yearbook for The College
of Wooster. Campus Council,
which is responsible for delegating
monies to the Voice, student literary publications and the Index, has
chosen not to fund the Index next
year due to financial problems.
Nancy Grace, chairperson of the
Publications Committee, stated
that the decision was made due to a
longstanding problem in funding
for the publication. The Publications Committee is responsible for
overseeing the Voice and Index,
and requesting funds for the two.
. "The Index has not generated
enough money to cover its costs
in the past," said Grace. "And the
College has routinely supplied the
rest to cover for the problem."
Ken Robinson, this year's
of the Index, cites lack of
funds as the reason for the decision. "The yearbook, through
book sales and advertising, pays
for about
of the publicaNews Services
Robinson.
cost,"
said
tion
The
Alicia' Partnoy will lecture on
Council
Campus
from
funding
Latin America Tuesday at 4
h
typically has paid about
this
publication
All
cost.
of the
lectures, she often includes poetry
just doesn't cover the entire cost to
and song because she believes publish the book."
these appeal on a deeper emotional
Grace said that Campus Council
level and create a more positive atwas asked by the Publications
mosphere. In 1984, Partnoy re- Committee to seriously
evaluate
turned briefly to Argentina to testify before the Commission for
the Investigation of Disappearances. Partnoy's lecture is sponsored
by Cultural Events and the department of Spanish and Italian.
ROBERT LADD
Gnest Writer

ed.

of the book suffers too much if
you do not have adequate funding,
as has been the case in the past

Also, students shouldn't be put in
a position where they can't succeed
(in putting out a quality publica-

w

co-edit-

two-thir-

AieBtinialfiv'poef

""and

writer-writin-

g

under repression in

p.m. in Lean Lecture Room,
women's writing entitled You
Can't Drown the Fire: Latin

en

tion)."

Robinson believed that Campus
Council made the correct decision,
but he also indicated that alterna-

tive funding must be sought: "I
don't think Campus Council
should have continued to fund it,
and they made the right decision.
But, some other form of the administration should pick up the
bill of the Index."
He affirmed the need of a yearbook, stating, "The purpose a
yearbook serves is not important
years from now, but 30 years
from now. Not having a yearbook
erases that record of the past"
Grace added, "The Index plays an
important role in alumni development and the admissions process
at Wooster, and is a piece of campus history."
She stated that the Publications
Committee now has to 'decide
where to direct its efforts to assemble a plan to fund future Index
publications.

or
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Second annual Gospel Choir
Concert features alumni

Independent theater
production set for tonight
women's perspectives on life .
Echo, played by Green, is a
champion speller with an eccentric
mother, Artie, played by Shargel.
Muse plays Dorothea, the grandmother who regrets being forced to
marry at a young age because of
social obligations.
Shargel brought the script to
Wooster after seeing it performed
at a feminist perspective theater
in Washington D.C. Eleemosynary, written by Lee Blessing, is
play that
the only male-writthas ever been performed at that
theater.
Green said, "It's a great play,
very interesting and insightful.

"First," she stated, "The quality

:

-

er

Eleemosynary. Yes, it's a real
word. To find out its meaning,
come to Freedlander stage tonight
at 9 p.m. for a student production
of this play. Melanie Green, Ellen Muse, and Julie Shargel star in
this one act play exploring the
lives of three gifted, intelligent
women.
A daughter, mother, and grandmother reflect on life experiences
in a society unwilling to acknowledge their talents. Three unique
stories are intertwined to create
this short but in depth look at

the funding for the publication,
and she gave two reasons why the
current situation had to be evaluat-

1989-9- 0

.

f

Index may not
exist next year
JEFF KEAR
Guest Writer

American Women Writing in Exile . In October 1988, she taught
a course based on the anthology at
her.
the Institute for Policy Studies'
The Little School was recently
Washington School.
Partnoy presently resides in
on the London Times best-sellpoems
has
Partnoy's
Washington, D.C. with her daughlist. One of
Honter and husband. She has lectured
been put to music by Sweet
ey in the Rock.-- , Partnoy fs also., extensively on human rights and
the author of an anthology of writing under repression. In her

BETH BROWN
Guest Writer

Page

We were surprised that a man
could write something so much in
tune with women's feelings."
The three senior women have directed the play, designed the set,
and acted the roles for this independent production. "Ifs a homemade
play, with a very simple set. The
audience will be sitting on the
stage around us, so we hope they
will be more involved in it," said
Green.
Green, who has been working on
its production since spring break,
commented, "It's been fun and interesting just to put it together.
It's actually a bonus that we get to
perform it for an audience."

The College of Wooster Gospel
Choir presented "Glorify the Lord"
as their Second Annual Spring
Concert last Saturday in McGaw
Chapel.
"We had our largest crowd ever.
We ran out of programs," said
Sonji Everson, president of the
Choir. Susan Kacerek, secretary
of the Choir, said, "The crowd was
really receptive, and that helped a
lot."
Willie Wright, the director of
the Choir, sang "If God Be for Us"
as a solo performances during the
second half of the program.
Wright was unable to be reached
for comment
Wooster Alumnus Prester Pickett, a founding member of The
College of Wooster Gospel Choir,
and Eric Wright, the recording

technician, were featured as guests
for the concert. Pickett sang two
solos and Wright played piano and
keyboards throughout the performance.
j

The 21 member Choir, five of
which are seniors, were accompanied by Professor Audley Chambers. Chambers teaches three
courses at the College of Wooster
under a one year contract and will
return to Ohio State University to
receive his doctoral degree.
For the second to the last song,
the audience became an active part

of the concert as members of the
Choir recruited people up to the
stage to celebrate the song, "For
God So Loved The World."
Tonight, the Gospel Choir will
perform an abbreviated performance in Gault Recital Hall at
9:30 pjn. as part of the GLCA
Black Studies Conference.
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March
Imagine a field which can hold
over half a million people. Now
imagine that field filled with
over a half a million people. That
was the sight the two students saw
as they walked down the Washington DC street towards the Washington Monument
From a distance the sounds
which echoed from the field could
have been the screams of a football crowd cheering on their favorite team, but instead the noise was
the prolification of the people of
all ages, colors, nationalities,
backgrounds, and
sexes, who had traveled from all
over the country as well as the
world to create this great scene of
democracy in action.
They were to partake in a
"March for Women's Equality and
Women's Lives," and they had
traveled the 350 miles from their
college in Ohio to do so. Taking
the last of their bank accounts for
the trip, they looked forward with
anticipation to taking part in the
demand for Women's rights. The
two women discussed their reasons
for going to DC. They were afraid
of losing what was gained by Roe
vs. Wade, in which women were
given the choice of abortion by
their own free will. They were afraid of the trends exemplified by
George Bush in his political camthe call for
paign for president
going back to the "mainstream of
America," in which, of course,
only white males are the norm.
Each of the women had their own
personal fears and beliefs about
their place in American society,
both of which drove them to take
the trip to DC.

Entered the area, the two students looked at the crowd in
amazement. It was so large that
she wanted to stop and just stare at
all of the people. They thought it
would be impossible to find the
rest of their college mates who had
arrived earlier that morning on a
bus. However, the March was a
mastery of organization. A woman
stood wearing a purple sash on
which was printed the word
"facilitator." She quickly looked
up the college's name and soon the
two students were headed towards
C6, where their fellow students
stood holding a large sign with the
college's name.
How strange to be able to find
Wooster people within this incredible crowd, she thought, as they
greeted friends. She was surprised
by how many of her male friends
were a part of the group, and she
wondered why she felt more proud
of male friends who had taken the
time to come and march, than she
was of female friends she had assumed would be there.
So many people it was a ,
prime place to scare those with
any fear of crowds, but she didn't
feel frightened. Rather she felt an
exhilaration at seeing so many
people with a strong enough conviction to cause them to travel and
march for the rights of women.
Mostly, she was amazed at how
many men were a part of the
crowd. Back at college, she had become used to male friends who
just couldn't understand what she
was talking about when she discussed subde forms of sexism, or
see Gale: page 10
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quickly as you would like it, but
progress is being made."
Melford Ferguson, a black student leader and one time president
of BSA, responded to Copeland,
saying, "I want Wooster to be
what it claims to be in its brochures, a school that prides itself
of its diversity. It has not prioritized black concerns as it should
have in the past. The lack of understanding of the urgency of these
issues is why we are here today."
At that' time, Copeland refused
to endorse the demands, citing
their lack of specifity and clarity.
He stated, "I cannot sign a piece of
paper today before I know what it
is about" He did, however, say he
was willing to discuss each individual request with the black student leaders.
Copeland and the students then
broke off talks, planning on meeting later to further discuss the de-
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.
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mands.
At 1:15 p.m., the black students

held a press conference with local
and regional press in Galpin Hall
to discuss the situation.

Dave Moretti, a member of
Dream House, stressed that the

Dan Stefaniuk

is-

sues being faced have been

A black student answers questions from the door of Galpin
"concerns reiterated time and again Hall daring the protest on Thursday.
Students 'locked
by people through generations."
themselves in the administration building.
He stated, "The racism at Wooster is almost inherent in the sysCopeland also endorsed the intem. The College needs to take a origin of distrust between students
proactive rather than reactive and the administration, saying. crease in office space for the Director of Black Student Affairs by
stance: don't wait until a racial in- This distrust has not taken place
five-ye1989. If space and renovaSept.
two-operiod
of
r
a
over
a
cident occurs. The administration
tions
aren't completed by that
periyear
20
a
more
like
time, but
must be a model to get this mesCopeland stated, "I will
time,
od of time. This institution has
sage across."
move
out
of my office."
During this press conference, the not prioritized its own values and
remarked that the ColHarward
black student leaders were notified commitments, and I don't feel that
will
dedicated to "pay a
lege
be
that Copeland desired to meet with the commitments were significant.
salary
competitive
to get a quality
students just are
them in Kauke Hall. Initially, the
black leaders refused to meet with not feeling that they belong to this person" for the hiring of a Minority Admissions Counselor, and
Copeland. saying that he must institution."
agreed to this.
Copeland
their
Tammatha
answer
leader
student
Galpin
Black
to
come to
Copeland
stated that he
But
feeling.
"We
this
Partee affirmed
concerns.
name to the
his
affix
could
not
student
about
serious
feel that you are not
Mark Pickett, a black
hiring
of
demand
fourth
a Minority
supportwhat you say or will say."
leader, was applauded by
deAdvisior
Aid
for Black
Financial
said,
After refusing to endorse the
ers in Galpin Hall when he
position
Requirehe
Students,
does not
Copea
mand for a Black Studies
"The only way we talk to
authority
he
the
have
to create.
ment, Copeland was asked if
land is if he talks to us in here."
But, after reconsideration, the was prepared to resign, as the first Copeland stated, "I cannot commit
to a new position in the Financial
black leaders decided to speak with set of demands requested. He reAid office. But, a person who is
Copeland in Kauke, citing that plied, "No, I'm not prepared to rethey desired to continue negotia- sign because I do not support conducive and receptive to the ideas and values of blacks can be
tions. Joe Kennedy stated, "We this."
rejectwhy
he
stating
Copeland,
hired."
comlines
of
the
maintain
want to
the
recommendation
of
Copeland declined to sign the deed
the
Kauke.
to
going
by
munication
mand
pertaining to the rejection of
said,
Requirement,
Studies
Black
to
We don't want our demands
direct
unor indirect gifts and divestdon't
something
I
sign
"I
can't
fail."
from
ment
American companies
a
what
know
I
to
have
Most of the leaders of the black derstand.
doing
business
with South Africa.
would
Requirement
community and heads of the Col- Black Studies
He
"I
explained,
can't sign this un
it."
I
lege administration, including be before endorsed
til
I
am
aware
officialof
what direct or in- Copeland was willing to
Dean of Students Ken Plusquellec,
direct
involvement
means."
Vice President of Academic Affairs ly recommend the hiring of a black
the
to
psychologistcounselor
CopePresident
Don Harward and
page 10
sec Sit-iCommittee on the Quality of
land, were present at the meeting.
Melford Ferguson described the Black Student Life.
ar
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Loss of those to AIDS
expressed in quilt
KATE WOLFE
Guest Writer

the government and society's slow
and uncom passion ate reaction to
AIDS. It is sobering to consider
The painting shows dark, undethat because AIDS is attacking
fined forms wandering the aisles many of our society's "less desirabetween the brilliant, blazing quilt ble" characters, homosexuals and
squares. The colors of the squares intravenous drug users among
are bright and full of life, contrast- them, the tempered reaction is puring the initial reaction to the num- poseful.
This, then, is the purpose of the
bers and names of those who have
Project, to remember the
Thomas
NAMES
AIDS.
from
died
painting, inspired by the names and the lives of the people
first showing of the AIDS quilt, struck down by AIDS. It is a
and personal memorireflects the feelings of some
Wooster students upon seeing the al. While anger and isolation are
typical feelings for those living
quilt in Columbus.
The quilt is made up of 3 foot with AIDS, and friends of Persons
by 6 foot rectangles sewn together . with AIDS (PWAs), the NAMES
in groups of eight Each complete Project is a healing memorial. It
square contains 32 names (usually' has created a forum for sharing
one per piece). Made by friends, emotions and established a posirelatives and lovers of those who tive and creative physical way to
have died of AIDS, the pieces remember the various people who
have died of AIDS.
clearly reflect the lives and personSome panels I remember are popeople.
Some of
alities of these
the pieces only have the person's litically powerful. One is all
black with white lettering and a
. name on it. Many others, however, contain photographs, clothing pink triangle. It reads, "He was
and personal items like measuring given a medal for killing two
spoons and teddy bears sewn into men. He was given a discharge
the piece-- They personally reflect. . for loving one." Other pieces are
? - strongly personal; many contain
tke live tot,-v rl t;
"inside jokes" I don't understand,
Senior Tom Jevec found this as-I recognize the level of intimabut
Project
be
to
NAMES
pect of the
cy
creates that type of comthat
personal
the most effective. The
One panel is made up
munication.
items helped him recognize the
squares
of cloth sewn tosmall
of
magnitude of AIDS by visualizing
There
be over SO,
must
gether.
numbers with personalities. 1 repicdifferent
has
square
a
and each
alized how real it was seeing a
differa
ture or message on it from
life," said Jevec.
ent friend or relative.
Some pieces portray the desolaSenior Tanya Arbogast was also
tion and anger that AIDS has
caused, especially in the gay men's affected by the intimacy of the
quilL "It was amazing how much
One panel reads,
community.
questioning
murdered?"
"Was he
Roh-nache- r's

daily-gr-

owing

.

'

?

T

.--

sta-tisti- c's

I knew of each person," said Arbo-

gast. Seeing the project was a
"sobering experience because of
' the size of it," Arbogast said.
The emotional effect was the most
remarkable aspect to her. "You
couldn't help but feel involved."
While these strikingly personal
images remain in my mind, the
greatest overall picture of the quilt
I have is of a positive, valuable
memorial. While they lived, these
PWAs were not somber or silent,
and the NAMES Project does not
forget that It wishes for us to remember these people as they lived,
with color, personality, joy and
caring.
The NAMES Project empowers
PWAs and the people who care
about them. Like any other memorial, it acknowledges their existence and. the honor with, which
they lived and died. Unlike other
memorials, the NAMES project
has a personal element in the healing process it provides and in the
final product.
The Columbus display included
only 1,920 of the over 9,000 panels that now make up the quilt.
The numbers are boggling and depressing, even more so when we
account for the thousands of people killed by AIDS not included in
the project.
- While the numbers and some of
the messages are sobering and sad,
the overall impact of the quilt is a
positive one. Like Rohnacher's
painting, the panels blaze with
life, expressing the love and devotion of these people and those they
left behind.
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Back
Talk

SHELLEY PEARSALL

WJien...
How do you know when it is
Never mind
time to graduate?
what the college tells you. Never
mind what you get on your I.S.
Never mind whether you have your,
religion requirement or whether
you've taken two science and one
math or three science and no math
or four math and no science. How
do you REALLY know when it's
time to graduate???
You will know that it is time to
graduate...
When Hank and Lolly cordially
invite you and your parents to a reception at their house, and they are

i

We want to put you further in debt
so we are giving you this once in
a lifetime opportunity to get our
credit canL.
When your mother does not
send you cookies anymore and instead, sends the phone bill.
When you go to Florence O.
and spend large amounts of money
buying things with the word
Wooster on them, and then wonder
what you are going to do with a
key chain of Kauke Hall and
stuffed scottie dog in the Real

.

World.

;

-- When you hear the phrase,
"What are you going to do with
really going to be there.
the rest of your life?" more than
When the photo on your I.D.
three times a day.
no longer bears an even REMOTE
-- When you buy the Sunday paresemblance to you. (And when
per
for the classified ads instead of
laugh.)
people see it, they
the
cartoons.
cherWhen you realize that the
When, in four years, you hary sauce which was on the ham the
dropped a tray and endured
ven't
night before is the same cherry
public
humiliation in Lowry.
sauce that is on the shortcake you
finally...
And
are eating now, for lunch.
When you get letters which
--When MasterCard, American
Express, DiscoverCard and Visa say that, you will soon be an
alumnus and you realize that
suddenly acquire your name and enjoy using the whole thing: Dear ' alumni are not old people who
wear Wooster plaid ties.
Bertha Alberta FrankenweUer VI:

Ushers needed for graduation ceremonies
May 7 & 8

Contact Sandeep Bhatia,

C-11- 72,

X-26-

84

Led by Harris, Wooster students venture back to India
TOMOOMMEN
Guest Writer
Have you ever had a class on a
train or near the tree where Buddha
became enlightened? Or did you
ever study the Taj Mahal while
walking in its gardens? This is
the story of what some of our very
own Wooster peers have to look
forward to next semester.
The first Study Travel Seminar
in India occured in 1984. The participants included 12 students, led
by Dr. Ishwar Harris and his wife,
Jyotsna. The primary objective of
the seminar was to expose students to a culture which exceeded
the boundries of their own heritage.
Five years later and two students
more, Harris prepares to instruct

the seminar in which students can
experience India as their classroom. "They will be asked to use
the living library' (people of India) as part of their research tools,"
said Harris. The students will
study and experience some major
Indian religions and cultures firsthand.

A major part of the seminar will
be travelling within India. The
group will be stationed at the Indian Social Institute in New Delhi,
where most of the traditional
classroom activity will take place.
The first major excursion to another part of India will come after
two weeks in New Delhi. Long
distance trips in India will be by
train. This, in itself, will be a
cultural and educational activity.
The group will also rent buses or

.

vans for short trips.
The first trip will take the students south by train, where they
will have the opportunity to explore south Indian culture and Hinduism. There also will be opportunities to visit some famous Hindu temples and interact with the
people of south India.
The second tour will be to
northern India. During this trip,
there will be opportunities for the
group to visit Hindu ashrams and
hear gurus teaching Hindu philosophy. Exploring the Himalayan
mountains and visiting the banks
of the sacred Ganges River will be
unforgettable experiences. There
will then be a trip to western India, which will take the group
through the land of the Maharajas
and kings of ancient India and into

Agra, the site of die Taj MahaL
The last formal excursion will
be to eastern India. The group
will go to Bodh Gaya, the site of
Buddha's enlightenment, where
they will study Buddhism under
the guidance of the Buddhist
monks who inhabit the area.
Although the excursions to the
diverse extremeties of India will be
a major part of the travel seminar,
adapting to the lifestyle of a new
culture also will be a challenge.
Harris has planned and initiated a
series of orientations, which will
help the students understand some
basic realities of India.
The academic outline of the
seminar includes four courses, Indian Philosophy and Religous
Thought, Islam, Buddhism and an
interdepartmental course on Indian

I

culture. In addition to this, two
students will be working on their
senior theses while in India. This
academic framework will also include tests and final exams in each
of the courses.
Those who will be taking part
in the Study Travel Seminar to India are first-yestudents Jessamyn
Neuhaus, Lea McKean, Jessica
Roberts, Nikki Wilkinson; sophon,
mores Charles Hodgin, Lma
Mary Harvey, Heather Lar-lriElissa Schwartz, Linda Miller, Samia Mahmud, Lynn Renken;
and juniors Stephanie Vader and
Tom Oommen. Harris, his wife
and two daughters, Meera and An-ja-li
will also accompany, the students. The group will depart for
India on August 29 and will return
to America in
ar

Al-wa-

n,

mid-Decemb- er.
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Greeks rally for annual competition
jill Mclaughlin

Monday. The lipsync brings together the clubs and sections and
allows them to creatively act out
their favorite songs andor singers and watch others do the
same. This night upheld the tradition of being a slightly
"rowdy" evenL The clubs and
sections cheered and sang along
as each act was performed and
the Greek spirit permeated the
atmosphere. The "lipsync"
competition was close between
the clubs. Although the Cran-da- ll
women and "Chios" gave it
their best shot, the "Peanuts"
were the winners of the night
with their version of "The Copa

Quest Writer

This year, few the clubs on campus, the eventful seven days of
Greek Week have begun and the
excitement is in the air. The
events started on Monday, April
17th and will end on Sunday the
23rd. Enthusiastic about the upcoming activities, sophomore Barbara Rodgers said, "We love this
it's great for
time of the year
It's a chance
. the Greek system.
for all Greeks to come together on
campus." Gay Baker agreed with
Rodgers and is happy to participate in Greek Week as a first-ye-

-

ar

who attend the seminar.
Greek Weekend shapes up like
this: Friday, the event of the day
is volleyball. This game will
take place on Armington Quad
between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. The
traditional "Happy Hour" will
follow the volleyball tournament. Saturday, two new activities will take place in the pool
between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m.
There will be an intertube relay
race for the women and a greased
watermelon toss for the men.
Kim Rowland, the Inter-Clu- b
Council Vice President hopes that
this new aquatic aspect will, "add
greater variety and adventure to

One Acts Presented
All interested Wooster students
are invited to attend the Directing
n One Acts this Sunday at 2 p.m.
in Schoolroy Theater. Two
t-written
one act plays will be
Nacht , writVerklarte
presented.
Clin-gaRobert
by
ten and directed
relatortured
a
is the story of
tionship between a man and a
woman. It features Eric Pfeffinger
and Kim Douglass. The Anteater
Deluxe II , written by Andy Bishop and directed by Katy O'Grady,
is a hilarious look at the world
of vacuum cleaner sales. It features Doug Kiley and Karen

French Department "La Farce
de maitre Pierre Pathelin," written by an anonymous playwright, is produced and directed
by Virginia Jones, professor of
French. It is a medieval farce
with contemporary connotations
about a scam that backfires.
The student cast consists of Lma
Alwan, Tom Stewart, Amy
Jacquie Boulanger, De-niKondik, Beth Brown and
Helene, Lefur. The play will
also feature Eric Knorfs musical
troop and the celebrated juggler
Clark McFarlane. So come and

Cordrick.

amuse yourself at Babcock
lounge at 2 pjn. Saturday April
22 or Sunday April 23.

studen-

n,

Don't miss the chance to
watch a

fun-fill-

ed

comedy by the

Hal-lowa-

y,

ce

Prosser holds concert
MESKEREM GEBREKIDEN
Guest Writer
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Mike

Pepper

during Greek Week.
student
There are now six clubs who are
accompeting in the
tivities with the addition of the
new club, Zeta Phi Gamma.
The "Zetas" along with the
"Peanuts", "EKOs", "Chios",
and "Crandall" women are enthusiastic about contending with
the defending champions, the
"Alpha Gamms." The women
of Alpha Gamma Phi have won
Greek Week for the past three
years and are excited for the
healthy competition which they
feel this week brings to the
Greeks at Wooster.
The first, activity was the
"lipsync" contest which was
held at Ichabod's at 8 p.m. on
fun-fill-

ed

Cobana." The
"Alpha Gamms" received second
place with their dance routine to
"Candy girls" and third place was
split between the "Zetas" who
chose the song "Lollypop" and
the "EKOs" who acted out
"Boogie in Your Butt."
Tuesday and Wednesday were
"open" days and time for the
clubs and sections to prepare for
the activities which will be held
this weekend. Thursday night
between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
there will be a seminar on "Date
Rape" sponsored by the EKO'sat
Lean Lecture Hall in Wishart.
The Greeks will receive points
for their total score depending on
the percentage of their members

Greek Week." Sunday, starting at
2:30 p.m., there will be a lemon
eating contest, followed by the
perennial pyramids, keg toss and

for Donaldson. Donaldson would
say that the only thing that really
matters is that you choose to do
something and stick to it, realizing that success is not something
to be sought after, but simply
something that comes as a byproduct of one's hard work.
The recognition ceremony for
the Distinguished Alumni Award

will take place on Saturday morning, June 10, during Alumni
The other
Weekend (June
will be
who
graduates
Wooster
for her
75,
Mills
honored are Erie
opera
soprano
achievements as a
star, Lois Barr Cook '45, for excellence in science education; and
Robert Laubach '41, for his work
as a literacy activist

Donaldson from page 6
at The College of Wooster in

1964, however, he made the decision to become a writer. "I've
stuck with it ever since. More
things are wrought by
than this world dreams
of."
Perhaps success is a product of

single-inindedne- ss

single-mindednes-

s.

Single-mindedne-

ss

seems to have worked

tug-of-w- ar.

Although the clubs and sections
have the tendency to be very competitive. Amy Baker, the newly
elected president of the Alpha
Gamms, feels that Greek Week is
a time for Greeks to become better
acquainted with their new active
members as well as the other
clubs and sections, and to "have
fun, rather than battle it out for
first place." It is evident that this
theory has brought them success.
The object of the week is for
Greeks to enjoy themselves, meet
new friends and play fair.

8-1- 1).

Wooster's own composer, Jim
Prosser, will present a performance of h'S "To Be Announced,"
scenes from a musical revue on
Saturday, April 22, at 7 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre. Prosser wrote
the music, the lyrics and he o-rchestra part for the production.
He will also play the piano.
In the sequence of five songs,
Prosser attempts to show how
people deal with the unexpected.
"You never know what is TBA,"
said Prosser.
His first song, "Breaking Out,"
presents a contrast between irrational and exaggerated reactions
from page 8- A sixth demand was added to the
first five, which stated that "the
College will not penalize, prosecute, or punish any student involved in the protest and the taking over of Galpin Hall." Cope-lan- d
agreed to meet this demand on
the condition that none of the
property in Galpin Hall had been

and overrationalized ones. Another
song reflects on how some people
watch predictable soap operas to
escape the unpredictability of their
'
lives.
Prosser ends his musical revue
with "Eventual Harvest" In it, he
questions how much control we
have over our lives and how much
ofitfc njrifliis?4"'
Singers for the performance are
Sabra Aaron, Ann Cleaver, Lora
Koening, Jason Cody, Kevin Wilkin and Miles Simmons. In the orchestra are of flutist Kim McCouL
oboeist Laura Shouha, cellist
Margaret Luehrs, guitarist Paul
Decoster, Jim Doering on the
synthesizer, and Prosser on the piano.
.

Sit-i- n

damaged.

After this demand was met, the
black leaders adjourned and returned

to Galpin Hall, with Kennedy
making the statement that "we the
blacks on campus are not satisfied
and will not allow things to go on
as usual if these demands go unnoticed."

The students remained in Galpin
until 8, when the leaders stepped
outside to speak to the crowd gathered.

At that time, the black leaders
decided mat 16 positive actions had
taken place over the past three
weeks. These changes included a
commitment to increasing the

number of black faculty staff, and
students, three models for the construction of a Black .Studies Requirement forwarded to the Educational Policy Committee, and the
undivided attention of the campus
to the concerns of black students.
Ferguson, commenting on the
day's events, said, Tm pleased because there was a community effort; it felt like a community to
me, for a change, and that makes it
all worthwhile."
Copeland, when asked about the
tension, said, "I think they did a
beautiful job. I don't feel tense,
and I don't mink they do either."
Tammatha Partee, once the sit-i- n
was over, said, "I personally would
like to thank all students, faculty,
staff and administration, residents
of the City of Wooster for their
sincere support and dedication, and
with one hour of sleep I don't
think I could have gone through
this without their support"
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International women's issues

discussed in ISA Symposium Symphonic
LOUIS THERIOT
Guest Writer

countries.
"We tend to focus only on the
American perspective of women's
issues and not consider the perspective of women from other
countries," stated Mary Harvey,
American panel member at the
symposium.
Lma Alwan, Lebanese panelist,
stated, "It is important to understand the definition of being a
woman and understand the role of
women from the perspective of
women from countries outside of
the United States." More discussions of this kind are planned for
the future.

The ISA. sponsored Women's
symposium took place Thursday at
8 pjn. in Lowry Pit The purpose
of the symposium was to discuss
women's issues in other countries.
Topics of marriage and the question of a woman's need for a man
were of primary concern.
The panel which led the discussion consisted of women from
France, Denmark, Nigeria, India,
Pakistan, Lebanon and the U.S.
Throughout the discussion, the
women shared their insights on
women's issues in their respective

U Editorial from page 2"
What is it that parents so oppose? Wile E. Coyote surviving a
direct hit with an anvil tied to the
front of a speeding truck? Or Eden
and Cruise living a less than celibate premarital life together on
Santa Barbra? Yes, violence and
sex on the screen make few caring
mothers and fathers secure about
what their children are absorbing
from sources outside the family.
Their concern is understandable.
However, their cureJs.jnot up.
parenting standards. Compared to the 46 that turn the
knob in order to vanquish the foe

.

to-perfe-

ct

and the 24 that turn the TV off
altogether, only a piddling 11 of
the parents polled bother to talk
about what has happened. If they
assume the authority to monitor
what is watched, they should also
assume the responsibility of explaining their decisions. Without
explanation, their actions are going to be ignored by their kids,
much less understood, and the degenerate viewing will continue in
their absence. Communication is
the only way parents are going to
have a handle on the values with
which their children grow up.

Page 11

band holds final concert

DAVE COOGAN

Staff Writer
The Scot Symphonic Band, under the direction of Nancy Ditmer,
will give its last performance of
the academic year this Sunday in
McGaw Chapel at 4 pjn. Joining
the band for this performance will
be guest conductor Edward Nickol,
who will lead the band for the majority of the program.
This Sunday the Scots will pay
tribute to John Phillip Sousa, a
composer who is best known for
his famous marches. Featured on
the program are several of Sousa's
well known marches including
"The Washington Post March" and
The Fairest Of The Fair March."
John Phillip Sousa,. who died in
1932, was an arranger, a composer, a conductora businessman,
and a patriot. At an early age,
Sousa developed a flair for writing
marches. His style, full of bouncing rhythms, brilliant instrumentation, and catchy tunes, quickly
earned him the name of The March
King. Sousa's death ended an era
of military and marching band music which had become a positive
force in American music at the
turn of the century. As a group
that plays both marching band
music and concert band music,
the Scot Band will attempt to re

create this era in music history by
paying tribute to one of its greatest contributors, John Phillip
Sousa.
Guest conductor Edward Nickol,
who will conduct the Sousa
marches, has thirteen years of experience as a band director in Ohio
and Kentucky. His groups have
consistently earned Superior ratings in both Marching Band and
Concert Band competitions. Nickol presently works as a music consultant and sales representative for
a major music company in Ohio
and is active as a guest conductor,
adjudicator, and clinician in Ohio
and Kentucky. Nickol guest conducted the Scot band on their
1987-8- 8
tour last spring.
Visiting Assistant Professor
Joanne Cohen will also join the
Scot Band this Sunday for
"Meditation From Thais'," a
piece composed by Jules Massenet. Professor Cohen has toured
in Southern Italy, and in London,
and has performed extensively in
the United States as a member of
the Heritage Chamber Players.
On Jacques Offenbach's piece,
"Overture To Orpheus In The Underworld," clarinetist Kathy Schilling, flautist Kimberly McCoul
and oboist Laura Shouha will be
featured. Shouha and Schilling

will be joined by soprano saxoph-

onist Karen McEwan and piccolo
player Ellen Teasely for solos in
Timothy Mahr's "Fantasia in G."
Other students to be featured in the
program are trumpeters Eric
Knorr, John Puster and Timothy
McCoul, who will perform as a
trio in Leroy Anderson's "Bugler's
Holiday."

The Scot Band will also honor
Wooster's Scottish heritage with
the traditional Music and Dance
from Scotland, performed by the
Scottish Pipers and Drummers and
the Highland Dancers. The Band
will acknowledge the departure of
senior pipe major Becky Mellinger
and senior trumpet performance
major Eric Knorr along with other
seniors in the band whose service,
commitment and personalities will
be thoroughly missed.
The program will conclude with
Modest Mussorgsky's "The Great
Gate Of Kiev," the final section to
a larger work entitled "Pictures at
This piece,
an Exhibition."
which strains toward a grand climax and comes to a majestic ending, is an appropriate finale, but
as Director Nancy Ditmer says,
"In the tradition of the Sousa
band, there will be a few fun encores which will remain unnamed until Sunday."

Gale from page 8
the state of women on her campus. She had grown used to men
who said they believed in women's
equality, but who would never
take the time to come and march.
she was surrounded by men
UNow,
.
1
f
t
me equality
ana
wno
supported A
rights of women, and proudly
marched along.
Their college was situated with
other colleges as they waited to
move along in the March itself.
Unfortunately, they were too far
away from the main platform to
hear the speakers but it didnt seem
to matter. All that mattered at this
moment was that she was here,
ready to fight for what she believed to be her rights.
After the group had stood in the
street for at least 45 minutes, a rumor went through the crowd that
they were stopped because
activists were lying in
die street trying to block their
progress. So much for our right to
free speech, she thought to herself.
There was so much to see that
w the amount ot time tney spent
sianuing anu wauuig uiuii i xxnu
to affect her. When they began
moving, die crowd surrounding
her was a blur while seeming very
.

anti-aborti-

on

clear at the same time. Alongside
the line of marchers, who filled
four lanes of the road, a group of
people danced along, playing an
assortment of instruments. Mothers with babies, couples arm in
arm, young and old, all of the people had a sense of purpose as they
headed for the Capitol Building.
Soon they came upon the
activists who lined the
sidewalk for a short way. There
was a line of police, some on
foot, others on horseback, separating the two opposition groups.
She looked at the signs of the
Some held large
pictures of supposedly aborted baverbies, and other signs had
sions of mangled baby bodies.
She read their signs and wondered if they even looked at hers.
She held it up higher as though to
challenge them to a dual of written
ideology. She hoped they read her
sign. She hoped they understood
her reasons for fighting that
she didn't want the country to go
backwards, to go back to a time
when women had even fewer
rights and opportunities than
they did now. She hoped they
understood that she wasn't only
anti-aborti-

anti-abortioni-

sts.

3-- D

on

fighting for her rights but was
fighting for her very life in this
country.
The march was only four
miles but it took hours there
were even more people marching
than the organizes had expected.
When they finally arrived at the
Capitol building, it was almost
impossible to move within the
crowd. She quickly lost most of
the other college students, and
spent a good amount of time being thrown about within the
crush of human bodies. Arriving
at the small stake of land the
students has secured, she sunk to
the ground in exhaustion. Suddenly, as she scribbled notes
about the day, she became aware
of the voice speaking over the
loud speaker. It was Jesse Jackson, and she thought to herself
that it was just so good to hear
his voice.
Since it was impossible to see
the main platform, she found
herself watching the huge speakers, as she listened to various
supporters of the movement
speak. She heard Linda Ellerbee,
Molly Yard and others. They sat
and listened as the organizers

hurried the speakers along since
time was running short Soon
their college friends had to leave
to get back to the bus. and the
area began to clear out The two
students sat for a long time on
the cold ground, still listening
to the speeches.
She watched the people as
they began leaving the Capitol
building grounds, and she noticed that the crowd was a good
representation of ages,' but not
colors. As it has traditionally
been, the movement was made
up of mostly white supporters.
She wondered why more blacks
didn't find this an important
movement, and decided that it
was because they were still
fighting for their rights as
blacks and couldn't see how this
movement could help them
since they still had that great obstacle to overcome.
The two students walked slowly around, feeling their tired
muscles barking angrily back at
them. Venders, selling buttons,
tee shirts, and bumper stickers,
were still doing a brisk business.
They took advantage of the time
V

'

to look at the goods, before heading up to the lawn on which stood
the huge platform containing die
speakers. The platform was set up
to also hold the media and allow
them to take pictures of the crowd.
They heard the last speakers and
joined in singing as the rally ended
only ten minutes late.
As they walked away from the
area, she thought about what they
had done that day making history with one of the largest inarches
since the Vietnam era. Much to
her dismay the police would later
estimate the crowd at 300,000
which was much too low die organizers, who were collecting

names, put the estimate at
600,000, which was easier to believe.
The march held so much meaning she could hardly believe it.
She felt a certain blankness in her
mind when she tried to think
about the day. She sensed a larger
reality was affected by what they
had done there that day, but at that
moment she could hardly comprehend the true meaning of the
March for Women's Equality and
Wometts Lives.
Vv'. ,v

' V.'tt vi

an'ui t
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commitment to education and the
future of the African-America- n
community at Wooster.
As a past Wooster graduate, and
also as a young African-Americals. Thus, homosexuals are professional in today's predominately white society, these rash acsituation.
trapped in a
tions have not only brought back
. It is a shame that it took such
some very discouraging memories
blatant incidents of racism and sexism for the college community to of our struggle on Wooster's camtake action on these problematic pus, but they have also reinforced
issues. What will it take for us to my belief that our struggle there,
and at other campuses around the
address heterosexism and homosignifies that the hope
country,
homosexphobia an assault on a
our struggle sprang rewhich
from
exfrom
ual? As we should learn
unrealized.
mains
danis
perience, lack of foresight
In spite of the intolerable level
gerous.
ignorance of what seems to be a
of
At a time when racism is the
portion of Wooster's campus
good
main target of campus concern
traditions, the
about
(and rightly so), it is important to
rendering
College's
of
remember that other forms of opin American History,
pression exist Oppressors deny
our human rights by denying our and in the Wooster community,
humanity. As Professor Karen ignores the centrality of the
experience to the traTaylor affirmed in her letter, we
experience.
American
ditional
liberal
our
departmentalize
cannot
indisputaseemingly
obscure,
This
in
is
our
strength
"Our
tendencies:
undoubtis
evidence,
piece
of
ble
and
unity." We are all brothers
College's
reason
for
the
edly
the
sisters in the face of oppression.
The intent of this letter is not to recent racial problems. The College's irresponsible efforts to acaccuse every member of the college community of being hetero-sexi- st knowledge the struggles of others
and homophobic. In fact, I resembles an attitude that has become prevalent in "institutes of
applaud the efforts of those indihigher learning" across the couna
affect
trying
to
are
viduals who
try. Why is this happening? Is it
and
attitudes
change in the policies
students are not taking adbecause
I
of the college community.
vantage
of the liberal arts curricuwould also like to commend dedithese colleges boast
lum
that
cated faculty members such as Karstudents?
prospective
to
about
en Taylor and Elizabeth Castelli
interunjust
an
merely
is
for their willingness to speak out No. It
system
for the rights of all members of pretation of our educational
that is literally present in most
our community. A campus that
white institutions
predominately
prides itself on "diversity" must
is also quick
College
The
today.
tolerate and accept all perspectives.
it has a
acknowledge
that
to
If not, "diversity" becomes nothcampus.
does this
But
"diverse"
meaning more than an empty and
integriracial
with
along
diversity,
ingless word.
policy
College's
up
the
make
ty,
and
comments
sexist
towards racist
Silence equals death.
and actions?
MarkSalfi
If so, then it is my belief that
Racial uprisings:
the College should reexamine its
policies on racism in the student
Young responds
handbook The Scot's Key ).
to
Dr. Copeland, I believe that you
' An Open Letter
Copeland:
are
a good man who has made, at
President
best, an honest mistake, or at
worst, a grave political error. By
Dear Dr. Copeland:
allowing an overtly racistsexist
The recent racial uprisings that individual the chance to slip
have erupted around The College through Wooster's administrative
of Wooster's campus have caused hands, without him being required
me great concern about Wooster's to take some course on African
ity and refuse to deny what is an
integral part of themselves, they
are subject to discrimination and
degradation at the hands of such
and bigoted individu-

close-mind-

an

ed

no-w- in

non-Wcste-

m

African-America-

ns

African-A-

merican

StUCkey from page
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the departments of black studies,
psychology and psychiatry at The
Ohio State University, was a recent inductee in Ohio's Women's
Hall of Fame. She published Understanding an Afrocentric World
View: Introduction to an Optimal
Psychology in 1988. She has

also published several articles in
such scholarly journals as
and Women and TheraPsych-discour-

se

py-

She is the founder of the Central
Ohio Association of Black Psychology and the Journal of Black
Studies. She serves on the boards

history that would be a precondition for his graduation, is, in my
view, a grave, irreversible error.
But there is still time to cushion
Hospital of cations skills based on submitted
Children's
this error. During my time as a
applicants
Pittsburgh
seeking
is
writing samples, as well as a resenior at Wooster, you were recepInternship
in
for
Burns
Bill
the
quired
essay on communications.
tive to my needs as a student and
Communications.
Interested
students may obtain
leader in a program house. But the
Internship
Burns
is
The
a
additional
information
and an apneeds of my fellow brothers and
program
summer
with
the
plication
Internfor
the
Bill
Burns
sisters at Wooster today, obviousDepartment
Public
Relations
of
ship
callin
Communications
by
ly outweigh the needs of a struginternHospital.
The
Children's
ing
the
Public
DepartRelations
gling, hard working student What
ment of Children's Hospital at
better way would there be. Dr. ship, which carries a $1,000 sti6
(412)
or by writing to
Copeland, to demonstrate your pend, will be awarded on a comstupetitive basis to the college
The Bill Burns Internship Progood will and education acumen,
than by actively supporting a dent who has completed hisher gram, co Children's Hospital of
change within the curriculum, that junior year, has earned a minimum Pittsburgh, Public Relations Deencompasses the contributions of grade point average of 3.254.0 partment, 3705 Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213.
s,
women, and and demonstrates good communi
other people of color who have
from page 4-played an integral role in shaping
Great Lakes Colleges Association of $1240, and Kenyon's will be
today's society? By recognizing
for our average faculty salary.
the many great strides of these
$16,800, an increase of $1,775.
This is where the competitivepeople, it will bring the students
Schilling stresses that the
there a new sense of themselves as ness steps in. "Wooster tries very
question to consider in view of
hard to position itself with other the tuition fee is what an educahuman beings, and a new mytholschools it wants to be like, tion is worth' to a student.
ogy of what this country is now,
"Snoddy said. Comparisons are Wooster offers special characterand what it can become. By ignorbased on such criteria as av- istics that other schools do not,
made
poing the tremendous educational
e
profes- such as diversity in people, the
erage
salary of
tential of a diverse community, we
student-facult- y
selectivity,
sors,
deny our true selves a chance to
leave program, performance arts,
ratio and the number of freshman and I.S. "Wooster's liberal arts
ensure that we will continue to be
in the top 10
of their high program develops an intellectual
a world that is separated from itschool class.
curiosity that lasts. It's an eduself. As Carl Sagan puts it: "A
The Dean of AdmionsJJay-de- n cation, lor aJUfetiraew" , He
species divided against itself canSchilling, said that Denispn
not survive."
oflan je4vCti cxVa: ;
with
Kenyon
schools
are
the
and
I
Dr. Copeland, in closing,
worth. "The answer can only be
which Wooster is concerned be- found in the context of Wooster
would like to reemphasize that you
cause it shares most of its applica- since it is the only college you
are an honest man that is capable
tions with them. Admissions has know, and in context of yourself
of admitting a mistake. As the
to keep tabs on what it is that because you're the only person
leader of a social, financial institumakes applicants choose either you really know. The answer
tion, you have brought the Colone of these schools over Woost- :omes with the perspective of
lege great notoriety for its exceler. When that is discerned, they ume. It's out there, but you
lent facilities by gracious fundrais- strive to make Wooster more
ing efforts. But you ignored your
have to wait 40 to 50 years to
competitive in that area and,
responsibilities as a scholar of fair
get it."
therefore, more desirable to proseducational policies when you reThis is not to say that the
pective college students. Schillduced the punishment of a racist
head administrators have no
ing stated, "Wooster's goal is to
offender of the Scot's Key. As an
qualms about the future cost of
in more people's minds when
be
administrator of fair educational
college. Snoddy said, "If one
they look at colleges."
policies, you should stop dealing
projects an eight to nine percent
"You can't have prestige withwith the symptoms of racism and
increase in tutition over the
out service," Schilling proeradicate its malignant causes. As
years, it gets pretty scary."
nounced. President Copeland reMalcolm X said: "You get your
As President Copeland put it,
inforced this when he said, "The price of college has infreedom by letting your enemy
"Prestige is not at all the right
know that youH do anything to
creased as the price of a Ford has
word. The major concern is getget your freedom. Then you'll get
increased. College is now
it It's the only way youH get it" ting hard dollars to reinvest in $15,000 and so is a Ford. If a
the quality of the program. If
My sentiments exactly.
Ford will cost $25,000 ten years
you intend to have the institufrom now, there's little hope
tion here in 50 years, you make
Sincerely,
college won't cost less. If you
investments."
Nick Young
had told me 10 years ago that the
That is why tuition is imporClass of 1988
tuition was to be $15,000 by this
tant, said Schilling. He doesn't
time, I wouldn't have believed it"
feel that raising the tuition is
Wooster is going to continue to
gorging the public: "Tuition is
compete with other schools, but
only a portion of the total cost
with their attention focused toward
of Choices for Victims of Domesof an education for a student
increasing the endowment The
tic Violence and Compdrug ProThere is no conspiracy. Colleglarger the endowment, the more
gram.
es do try to be sensitive to what
chance to keep student tuition unBoth Stuckey's Slave Culture
students can afford. Wooster's
der control. Increasing it means
increase in tuition is not out of
and Myers' Understanding an
receiving good investment results
line with comparable schools."
View: Introduction to an
g
and successful
Denison's overall fee will be
Optimal Psychology are available
through the help of alumni, corpo$15,910 next year, an increase
in the Wilson Bookstore.
rations and friends.

Undergraduate internship offered
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Underneath Kitt: Workers fill food orders
LOUIS THERIOT
Guest Writer
Roberta Frost and Linda Grey
play a significant, yet unseen, role
in the everyday lives of Wooster
students. These two hard working
women are responsible for the
preparation of salad bar items and
other vegetables used in meals on
campus.
This job requires hours of tedious work, and these two women
have done this work for years in a
place known as the Commissary.
The Commissary is located in the
basement below Kitttredge. It is
about the size of a dorm room and
has a walk-i- n cooler.
Each morning Frost and Grey
wake up around 4:30 a.m. and ar

rive at work by 5:30. For the we fill orders of 700 pounds of ponext eight hours. Frost and Grey tatoes, 300 pounds of tossed salad
prepare potatoes, lettuce, onions, and 100 pounds of onions, as well
carrots, celery, peppers, radishes, as other orders included in the evecucumbers, spinach, green onions, ryday list"
broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, and
Currently, the Commissary emmushrooms to fulfill orders for ploys only one student worker.
Lowry, Kittredge, the Wooster
Frost believes that working as a
Inn, and Mom's Truck Stop.
Commissary Aide is unpopular
Frost has been working at the due" to "onions, heavy lifting, and
College for 20 years and has
bad hours." However, if students
worked 10 of those years as superwant a job which gives them a
visor of the Commissary. Grey
sense of accomplishment at the
has been employed for nine years end of each day, while working
at the College, and has spent the with, and enjoying the company
last six years working with Frost.
of two wonderful women, a job at
Although the work does make the Commissary is the perfect position. Grey contends, "The envifor a long day. Frost has a positive attitude. "We have a feeling ronment and personalities of my
of accomplishment at the end of
make the job
each day," said Frost. "Some days
co-work- ers

Wooster: A historical perspective
both the junior and senior year
ROBERT LADD
in Victorian literature.
The project was concludprojects.
Guest Writer
Did you know that Andrews Hall
4
hour exams that
two
by
ed
was dedicated in 1954? Mrs. Matfrom both years.
material
covered
Did you ever wonder where thew Andrews donated $300,000 to
changed during
was
This
structure
Kauke Hall got its name or why build the hall. Four years later,
one very simWar
to
Vietnam
Wooster has an I.S. program? Did she gave the College one million the
you ever wonder what Wooster dollars, which was used to build ilar to that is used today.
Did you know that Arthur Holly
was like in its early years? " Andrews Library.
Wooster of the Middle West, volMrs. Andrews became interested Compton, son of Dean Elias
Compton, once declined the offer
umes t and II by1 Lucy Lilian
Pm Wooster one day in the late
president because, at the time,
of
A
and Howard Lowry: Life 1940's when an operator erronewas the head of a scientific task
he
in Education, by James R. Blackously connected her to President
force,
the Metallurgical District of
wood reveal some interesting bits Lowry's office rather than the Ohio
Project,
Manhattan
of trivia about Woos tor's history.
Experiment Station. She had the
Did you know that there were
Did you know that classes wanted a gardener to do some work
four founding Trustees? They
moved into Kauke Hall on Februat her estate.
ary 2, 1903? The building is
Did you know that the person to were James A. Reed (for 2 years),
named after Captain John H. hold the office of president for the John H. Kauke (for 38 years),
Kauke, who served as a Trustee of shortest term was the Reverend Ephraim Quniby (for 14 years),
Willis Lord, the College of and the president of the Board,
the College from 1866 to 1904.
Did you know that the Music Wooster's first president? He was John Robinson (for 22 years).
Did you know that Robert E.
Hall, one of the original buildings president from 1870 to 1873 and
became the Chairman of
Wilson
of the College, now stands on the his salary was $3500 his first year.
Board
of Trustees in 1953
the
The next shortest term was that
corner of Bever and Spring streets?
Arthur Compton) and
(succeeding
Did you know that the plans for served by John Campbell White
gave to the College the Wooster
Severance Science Hall were drawn from 1915 to 1919. White was
Inn?
by Lansing C. Holden? Lansing Wooster's fifth president. The
Did you know that Taylor Hall
president who served the longest
Holden was the brother of Woostwas named after president Archier's fourth president, Lewis Edward term was Charles Frederick
bald Alexander Taylor? He was
from 1919 to 1944.
Holden, who served from 1899 to
Wooster's second president and
Did you know that the Indepeni915.
1883.
dent Study program was initiated served from 1873 to
Did you know that Wooster's
his successor
that
you
know
Did
by President Howard Foster Lowfirst faculty consisted of six peoScovel after
Fithian
Sylvester
was
ple? Professors' salaries were ry, president from 1944 through
named?
is
Hall
Scovel
which
$2000, and tentatively, the first 1967? I.S. was required for every1883
to 1899.
from
served
Scovel
one for the first time in 1948. Becourse study closely followed
Cope-lan-d
Henry
that
you
know
Did
fore that, an honors program existPrinceton's.
of the
president
ninth
is the
Did you know that Dunn house ed but was not required. Original- College
inwas
He
of Wooster?
ly, a full junior year program was
belonged to Professor Waldo Hisuccessor
augurated in 1977 as the
Dunn taught at part of the project rather than just
lary Dunn?
of J. Garber Drushal, president
Wooster from 1907 to 1934 in the one semester, and the final grade
1968-197was taken as a composite from from
English department and specialized
3--
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Champagne wishes
and caviar dreams?
Yes, I recognize that it is
spring, yet it is never too early to
start thinking about fall. It is
never too early to start pondering,
in particular, the College's football
team and the big homecoming
game.
Reader, I recognize that you have
given up on the team to pursue
less emotionally draining issues. I
believe that our problem and the
general apathy toward this issue
among the student body can be
The more traditional
solved.
thinkers have blamed this problem
on the leadership of the athletic department. They cite classic excuses such as recruiting. Since The
College of Wooster has trained me
to think critically, I must immediately disregard those feeble attempts at explanation.
The problem lies not within the
College's recruiting program, but
in the College's drinking program,
or lack thereof. Yes, I know we
have an alcohol policy but a policy is not a program. The difference between policies and programs is that policies are restrictive whereas programs are beneficial.
The humble reader might
ask, what do alcohol and football
have in common? Let me explain.
Over the the years, I have noticed
the similarities between the regional trivial triumphs of Wooster
over such opponents as Case
Western and ML Union, and such
Ivy League rivalries as Yale versus
Harvard and Penn versus Brown.
Like the causality between hemlines and stockmarket prices, those
schools that sucessfully "tailgate"
have winning football teams and
more school spirit
For those unfamiliar with this

contests of physical prowess,
should remarkably ameliorate this
miserable institution's historically
dismal gridiron performances.
It is the foundation of the
College community's morale to
which the institution of this
d.
homecoming ritual shall be
I seek only to create an
environment of joviality within
which we could all equitably, and
without persecution, engage in the
consumption of massive amounts
of G&Ts in pursuit of the success
of our team. Despite the parameters of the revised College alcohol
policy, this author firmly believes
that in the case of tailgate parties,
perhaps concessions could be made
regarding campus security's recognition of public drinking activies.
I therefore bid the alumni,
the administration and the current
student body a hearty invitation to
break out the tartan blankets, the
brie and the bloodies for the success of the Wooster Scots and the
ultimate prevalence of the ennobled tradition of family, school
and honor embodied in the tailgate
tradition.
rein-sutute-
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Maureen Cole will be leading a women's issues discussion group
entitled "Language and Standing Up for Yourself1
Lowry Center Pit, 6:30 p.m., Tuesday
Sponsored by Alpha Gamma Phi

rite, the tailgate party consists of
parking the family station wagon
behind the stadium, dropping the
tailgate and having an elaborate
picnic. Those Ivy League institutions have had tailgate parties, and
Wooster proves void in such institutionally patriotic endeavors.
Ladies and Gentlemen, causality
indicates that the tepid void in the
organization of tailgate social endeavors precipitated the series of
ignominious defeats suffered by
the traditionally deprived institution of The College of Wooster.
It is this author's sentiment that
the reinstatement of the "tailgate
wucuiuu as a kauuysi ui mc ignition of school sentiment, patriotism, and fervor prior to athletic

CHRIS SHARP
Guest Writer
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Men's tennis takes third in GLCA;
Fernandez shines

r

Women's tennis wins three
against Case Western,
Allegheny, and Ashland

PAUL FINDLAY
Guest Writer

PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor

Even with a loss Wednesday
to Division I Bowling Green,
the College of Wooster men's
tennis team is still one of the
hottest teams on campus. Last
weekend, the Scots finished third
Great Lakes Colin the 1
lege Association tournament,
and on Tuesday, Wooster defeated conference foe Ohio Wesleyan

at No. 3 singles, won her ninth
6-match of the year
Then
all eyes fell on the No. 4 singles
match, which proved to be one of
the season's best as Wooster's
7-- 5,

2.

The College of Wooster women's tennis team added three wins
this week by defeating Case West-eShannon Day rallied after losing
AshAllegheny
Reserve,
and
first set and being down 2 in
the
y
6-- 0
land. The Lady Scots now lay the second to earn a
claim to a five match winning victory. Senior Jen Lister and
streak, and have shown tremendous sophomore Katherine Flemming
signs of improvement since the also claimed victories at No. 5 and
beginning of the season. For the No. 6 singles, respectively.
Perhaps the best player for the
first time since the third match of
In doubles action, the No. 1
Scots right now is Anthony Ferthe season, Wooster has an overall team of Shepard and Lister continnandez. Over the weekend, Fer1
in ued continued to roll with a 10-- 8
winning record of
nandez made it all the way to the
the NCAC.
pro set victory. The No. 2 duo of
finals of the GLCA tournament
As the Lady Scots began last Pereira and Day finished out the
before being defeated by Kalamaweek's action, the topic of converwinning streak by defeating their
Ferzoo's Nate Eddy 6-- 6-sation was predominantly "Mother opponents 10-- and the tandem of
nandez also won matches against
Nature," and whether or not the Gingery and Flemming fell vicOhio Wesleyan and Bowling
team would have to endure another tims at No. 3 for the final AlleghGreen to raise his record to 13-strenuous week of
eny victory.
tied for best on the team with
conditions. Except for a few
"Considering the fact that the
No. 1 Steve Kuri.
matches this year, the Lady Scots conditions were bad and we have
At the GLCA tournament,
have had to finish many of their not beaten them (Allegheny) in
Mfca Pepper
hosted by Wooster, the No. 7
contests inside because of rain.
three years, this was a very big
doubles team of Kevin Poor and
Kevin Poor keeps his eye on the ball during his doubles
Although the weather interrupted victory for our team," said WoostScott McCormick won a consoconsolation victory in the GLCA Tournament.
the Case Reserve match, it cooperer coach Chris Hart. Hart was also
lation bracket match in the next
week,
and
the
the
ated
much
of
quick
to mention the outstanding
just a week earlier. Kuri and
"I was pleased with the way
to last match of the tournament
enough
were
fortunate
Scots
Lady
efforts of her doubles teams, as
Brewef then lost to Dave Borski
we finished as a team," continto squeak past Denison into
their
matches
complete
two
to
of
well as the play of Day. "Our
and Jeff Fieldhack of Kalamazoo
ued Schilling. "The ability to
third place. Kalamazoo won the
delays.
Wooster
rain
without
doubles teams have really started
in the doubles final.
win in both the championship
tournament easily, taking the
in
Reserve
players
Case
dominated
to play well" together, and Shancontinwas
to
were
able
The Scots
and consolation brackets
championship in seven of the
0
victoa
flights
all
to
in
route
non's victory was one of the best
ue the momentum against Ohio
important to the team's finish."
nine brackets, and DePauw firy.
I've ever seen."
matches
made
Wesleyan on Tuesday. Wooster
Besides Fernandez, Kuri
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Individually, Shepard leads the
Allegheny started off strong with way, for Wooster with an overall
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Danch delivers in relief action

ROB PETERSON
Guest Writer

The College of Wooster Fighting Scot baseball team improved
its record to 22-- 3 overall and 10-- 2
in the North Coast Athletic Conference with a weekend sweep of
Ken yon and a victory over Malone
last Thursday.
The Scots clubbed Malone, an
NAIA school, 18-- 4 in a
matchup thanks to a
combination of powerful hitting
and fine mound performances from
three Scot pitchers.
Supplying much of the power
for the Scots were Matt Hiestand
and Rob Peterson, who had six
and five RBIs, respectively. Hiestand had three hits, including his
third home run of the year and a
triple. Brent Bizyak (triple, two
singles), Cary McConnell (three
singles, two RBIs) and Eric Ott
(three singles, one RBI) all contributed. Peterson had two hits,
including his second homer of the
year, which turned out to be the

In the last five years, the Cincinnati Reds have won more games
.than any other National League
West team. Sounds like the makings for a dynasty, right?
Wrong. The Reds finished in
second place and failed to make the
playoffs each of those five years.
They've played the role of bridesmaid to such flashes in the pan as
the San Diego Padres in 1984, the
1987 San Francisco Giants and the
1988 Los Angeles Dodgers, who
at 4--7, are in last place in the NL
West right now. What do each of
these teams have in common?
They were total flops the following year, finishing in or near the
bottom of the division standings.
So you're asking why the Reds
haven't made the playoffs in the recent past? If s because of the poor
setup of baseball's playoff format,
in which only four teams make the
playoffs, and the other 22 go home
for the next five months. Teams
like Cincinnati, who may finish
30 games ahead of teams such as
Atlanta in the standings, wind up
with the same result, watching the
playoffs on TV.
Even more ridiculous was the
1981
format of the
was
into
two
split
season. It
each
with
winner
the
of
halves,
facing off in an interdi visional series. Cincinnati, who had die best
overall divisional record, but didn't
win either half of the season, ended
up missing out on the playoffs
once again.
This format not only hurts perennial contenders such as the Reds,
it has a negative effect on all of
baseball. With only one playoff
spot in each division, some teams
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'Mart' Bf&kestaVteahiTwent
four strong innings to get the win.
He walked three and struck out
three to improve his record to
Jay Terry pitched two innings of
hitless relief, while Brad Yocum
finished the game with an inning
of scoreless relief.
The Scots then took four games
from a much improved Kenyon
team, pushing the Scots' conference record to 10-- good for sec- behind Ohio Wesleyan.
The Scots, despite a less than
masterful perfomance, beat the
Lords 11-- 3 and 1 on Saturday
and 1 and 2 on Sunday.
While the Scot hitters were kept
3-- 1.

2,

ond-plac- e,

2--

7--

5--

strike-shorten- ed

.y...

.. ..''..
--

-
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-.

off balance much of the weekend
by the Kenyon pitching staff, the
Wooster pitchers dominated the
Lord hitters.
In the series opener, Jason
Weiner won his sixth game
against one defeat and Jim Robertson, who recorded his first save of

...

MtePepper

the year, combined to hold the
Lords t three runs on eight hits.
Bizyak led the hit parade with
three hits, including his second
home run of the year and a double.
Matt Sherrieb, Peterson and Ott
see

Baseball:

page 16

Women's LAX falls short for fourth time
JEFF WAUGH
Guest Writer

For the fourth time this season,
the Lady Scot lacrosse team
fered a loss in the closing
ments of a game. On Tuesday,
1
Woooster lost to Denison
on a last second goal
Trailing 10-- 7 late in the game.
Wooster tied the score at 10 with
two goals by Lillie Kun and another by Martha Lange. Jessica
Skolnikoff then intercepted a pass
deep in Wooster territory to stop a
sufmo-

12-1-

r.

Playoffs not for fans,
for flashes

ROB PETERSON
Guest Writer

non-conferen-
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Denison attack.
Skolnikoff passed the ball off to
Kuri who connected with Jennie
Mabie. Mabie put the ball in the
goal giving the. Lady Scots their
first lead of the game.
Denison then tied the score with
49 seconds left, and came back
with only 0:29 to play with the
winning score.
butterflies didn't
The first-sta- rt
seem to bother goalie Carissa
Conner. She rose to the occasion
with six saves, including one
attempt in
against a
free-positi-on

the final 10 minutes.
..Last Saturday, the Lady Scots
opened the home season by. splitting two games. They trounced
Earlham 16-- but lost to conference foe Kenyon 10-In the first game against Kenyon, Wooster fell behind in the
but with just 1:03
first half
to play Minna Jinn received a pass
from Kuri and scored to close the
Then with 29 secmargin to
onds to go, Mabie and Kuri scored
4,

7.

7-- 4,

9-- 5.

see LAX: page 16

are mathematically eliminated with
a month or so left in the season,
where if there were two or three
spots available, they would still be
in contention.
This hurts baseball in two ways,
the players give up and just "play
out the string," while the fans
give up on their teams, therefore
lowering revenues generated as
well as lowering the integrity of
the game. America's game is obviously in need of a change in it's
playoff format.
The worst thing that could happen would be for baseball to adopt
the NBANHL format, where even
teams with sub-.5records make
the playoffs. But, what about the
possibility of something similiar
to the current NFL wild-car- d
playoff format? It allows each diO0

visional winner to make the
playoffs, plus the two teams with
the best records in the conference
that didn't win their division to
make the playoffs.
My proposal is to have the two
division winners of both the National and American Leagues make
the playoffs, and two wild-car- d
teams from each league make it as
well. This would put eight teams
in the playoffs, and keep many
more in the hunt for a playoff spot
through the end of the season.
Fans would continue to support
their favorite teams until the final
out is recorded.
While this may not be a cure for
all teams, it will affect the ones
who are close enough that it
should make a difference, like the
Reds of the 1980's. Baseball is a
fan's game, let's give them what
they want, a full season of competitive baseball, and exciting
playoffs to follow!

Men's LAX falls
to 6 record
3--

MA'lTHkW BYARS
Sports Writer
Once again the men's lacrosse
team suffered a disappointing loss,
falling to the Division I Ohio
State Buckeyes by a score of 13-- 9
last Saturday at home. Although
the Buckeyes were only 2--6 coming into the contest, their potent
offense proved too much for the
Scots as Wooster fell to 6 on the
3--

year.

The Scots managed to match
OSU goal for goal in the first half

and went in at half with a 6--6 tie.
Wooster then capitalized on some
Buckeye mistakes at the start of
the second half and quickly jumped
to an 6 lead within the first five
minutes. By the end of three periods, however. State managed to
even the score at
which signaled the beginning of die end for
the Scots. Wooster scored just
one more goal to OSU"s five In
the fourth period as the Scots suf-8--

8-- 8,

aee
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Track has strong ram

Baseball

from page 15

a double, his fourth homer of the
year, and four RBIs to lead the
Scots in game three. Bizyak
poked his third homer of the year

each had two hits, while Hiestand
blasted his fourth homer of the
year.

of the season,

KRISTY BENDER

Guest Writer
Scott Michalek raced past 28
competitors, outkicking his nearest opponent in the final 300 merun
ters to win the 5000-metwith a time of 15:19 at the Akron
Invitational Saturday.
This is the first time since the
cross country conference championships that I've seen Scooter go
out and attack' a race," said head
coach Craig Penney. "He stuck
his nose in there and went after the
win. He was in control."
Teammate Aaron Davies tan an
excellent race as well, recording a
personal-betime of 15:28 to finwas a
ish fifth. "I thought
decent time," said Davies, "but I
ran in the 15:20s and still had
something left at the end!" .
In addition to Michalek and Davies, Rob Noble also had a big afternoon for the Scots, registering a
personal-bes- t
time of 1:55.7 for
relay and
his leg of the 3200-mettemporarily giving Wooster the
lead. The relay eventually finished
third with a time of 8:10; Noble
came back to capture second in the
800 with a time of 1:57. Jeff
Beck also put in a good showing'
in the same event, finishing
with a time of 2:03.
Pole vaulter Jeff Waugh beter

st

16-fl- at

1

er

tered his

national-qualifyin-

g

mark by another inch to win the
event with his best performance

Steve
Palmer threw the shot 39-- 9 to
make finals and Phil Caputo returned to the sprinting line-u- p
after hamstring problems and
registered a time of 1 1.4 in the
dash. In the
intermediate hurdles, Karl
Crandall ran a personal best time
of 592. Also, in the
dash,' Jamie Long turned in a
time of 5L2, and Jamie White
was clocked at 51.8.
"We need warm weather.
Those guys (sprinters) aren't
cold weather people," said Penney. "They really struggle because they tighten up."
The Lady Scots enjoyed several successes as well. Middle-distanrunner Shade While sel
boosted her confidence when she
pulled the Lady Scot 3200-metrelay team into a competitive
position.
"Shade ran an outstanding leg
to keep us in contention for the
top three," said assistant coach
Dennis Rice. Whitesel's contrifinish
bution led to a third-plac- e
for the relay team with a time of
10:40. She also ran a strong
open 800 (2:45).
In the women's 5000-metrun, Stephanie Scierka was
fourth with a time of 19:52, and
Tanya Arbogast was sixth
(20:05).
' "Tanya ran a smart race, coming on strong at the end," said
15-- 3.

100-met- er

400-met- er

400-met- er

ce

er

er

Rice. "She picked off several
In game two on Saturday, freshrunners to make the top six."
man hurler Andy Lott went the and Scott Powell had two hits to
Kristy Bender also put in a
aid Wooster's cause.
distance in upping his record to
good effort in the 1500-metIn the nightcap, Yocum pitched
The Lords sole ran, coming off
run (5:15), performing better
four innings to raise his record to
Lott in the fifth inning, was unthan she had been six weeks ago
Weiner pitched the final three
earned due to a throwing error.
while Beth Blake more crossed
Although the Scots' offense was innings to earn his first career save
the line at 5:32.
and improve his ERA to 2.58.
dormant much of game two, they
In addition, Jennie Johnson
scored two runs in the bottom of Sherrieb garnered three base hits
steadily cuts seconds off her
sinand three RBIs to pace the Scots,
the sixth on a clutch two-otime each meet in the
while McCon'jell stroked out two
gle by Ott.
intermediate hurdles. Gritting
hits.
The excellent pitching carried
her teeth in the last 50 meters of
The Scots will travel to Oberlin
over to Sunday as John Jordan, a
her race Saturday, she managed
junior righthander, struck out three for a weekend series with the
to clip an opponent at the line
Yeomen this Saturday and Sunday
and walked none in hurling his
to record her personal record of
and will return home for a
second complete game of the year.
71.6.
matchup with Tiffin
He allowed just five hits and one
"Jennie enjoys the race and
University next Wednesday.
run in lowering his ERA to 3.37.
works hard at it," said Penney.
with
Ott continued his
"With a year or so of more experience shell have settled into
from page 15 it and will be comfortable with
fered their second disappointing
Levinson had an outstanding game
it. She's doing very well."
Kris Mushett threw the discus loss against beatable Division I coming off the bench, scoring
108-- 0 and the shot put 33-while competition.
three goals for the Scots, while
sophomore Steve Davidow had
The following Wednesday
Susan Louis ran a time of 11:20
run followed by proved to be much more fruitful five and Andy Fox three. Davidin the 3000-metow continues to lead the team in
for the Scots as Wittenberg UniBeth Toole (12:46). Eva Dodds figoals
with an impressive 27 goals
nished a fraction of a second ahead versity visited Wooster. The
of teammate Karen Aeberli in the Scots dominated the contest from with three games remaining in the
.
season.
run to finish with a the first second of play and performed as well as they have all
Wooster faces Denison at home
time of 2:35.
tomorrow at 2:00, one of only
The Scots and Lady Scots return season while destroying WittenThe second half altwo home games left for the
to action tomorrow at the Kent berg 22-State Invitational. Coach Penney lowed Wooster's reserves to gain Scots. Oberlin will be Wooster's
valuable experience and overall the last visitor next Wednesday before
hopes that the good facilities comboost the Scots travel to Michigan State
bined with good weather will contest was a much-needfor
the
Scots.
Sophomore
Dave for their season finale.
distances
and
down
bring times
and heights up.
3-- 0.
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Golf from page 14

LAX from page 15
back-to-ba- ck

goals to bring

Wooster to within two. Kenyon's
Beth Wallener dashed all hopess
by scoring with only 1 1 seconds
left.

The afternoon game pitted
Wooster against Earlham. The
Lady Scots jumped out to a 12-- 2
first half lead. Goals were scored
by Kuri, Jinn, Mabie, Martha
Lange, and Jennifer Morse. The
Lady Scots continued their dominating play in the second half with
goals from Morse and Mabie.
Kuri dominated the game with
six goals and two assists, Lange
and Mabie each scored three goals.
Jinn added two goals, Morse had
one goal and one assist and Theo-phil- is
had one goal and led Wooster with four assists.
The Lady Scots now stand at 7
verall and 0-- 5 in the North Coast
Athletic Conference. The Lady
Scots next home game is Saturday
against Ohio Wesleyan.
2--

the team made a strong showing
against the bigger Division I and II
teams. Big East powerhouse Sl
John's won the tournament, averaging less than 75 strokes per
round.
Again, Houck led the Scots,
Dan Sancarding a
tourvery
strong
played
a
er also
Wooster
nament at
finished with Dave Sanor at 87- 81- Scott Miksch at 89- 82- and Lucas at
Nye was especially pleased
with the 3rd round scores of Dave
Sanor and Miksch, who he said
were "very competitive."
"Although we got off to a poor
start," said Nye. "We were much
more competitive over the last 36
holes."
This weekend the Scots travel to Allegheny to compete in a
tournament which will weigh
heavily on the their attempt for
another NCAA Tournament bid.
78-75-80-2-

33.

78-79-83-2-

40.

78-24- 6,

80-25- 1,

89-85-88-2-

62.

3-- 0.
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Senior Recital
scheduled for
Saturday, April
22, has been
canceled due to

illness.

Tennis from page 14
.

John Ashbaugh lost at No. 3
doubles.
On Wednesday, Wooster dropped
a 1 decision to Bowling Green
on the road. The effects of three
tourmatches and a long two-da- y
nament in just over a week were
evident Fernandez was the only
bright spot for the Scots.
"Bowling Green was clearly the
better team," said Schilling. "I
was disappointed with our play.
We could have played them much
more tightly."
The Scots get a couple of days
rest before hosting conference rival
Oberlin on Saturday.
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Newsservices

Sam Simon will be performing his show
"There's A Little Bit Of Magic In All Of Us" at Mom's
Spotlight Showcase tonight at 9:30.
Comic-magici-

an

